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(Foreman-Manager Speakers——1)
An Ohio public relations executive and a West Virginia

industrial employee relations superintendent will be opening

speakers of the eleventh annual Foreman-Manager Personnel

Conference scheduled for Sept. 9 and 10 in Huntington, it was
\

announced yesterday by Paul H. Collins, conference director and
Marshall College director of field services.

Jteynote speaker is Harold K.
/

Schellenger of

Columbus, 0., executive secretary of the Ohio Foundation of

Independent Colleges, Inc., and former director of public
relations of Ohio State University. His address on '‘Public

Relations - Everybody^ Business” will highlight the opening
banquet at the Hotel Frederick Friday eveningt Sept. %
The featured speaker at the first general session
<

the following morning will be E. L. Pleninger of Belle,
employee relations superintendent of the E. I, DuPont delfewurs

Company’s Belle works and veteran of 20 years in industrial
'

relations. This session will take place in SSSSa Science Hall
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE—-8-18-55
(Foreman-Sfenager Speakers-——2)

auditorium at. Marshall College.
More than 500 persons from five states are expected

to attend the conference.

States expected to be represented

include West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky,

Pemsylvania

and Virginia.
The meeting is sponsored jointly by Marshall College,
the Huntington Foreman-Manager Club and the Huntington Personnel
Association.

Its purpose is to establish a better understanding

among industrial key men.
Mr. Schellenger, a native of Jackson,

Jackson newspaper editor.

0

is a fom er

In 1932 he became director of public

relations of (Mo State University and held that position for

1?

years g before going into public relations for business.

I For the last four years, his principal assignments have been
as executive secretary of the Ohio Foundation of Independent
Colleges, which conducts a continuous fund-raising drive for

£-i- schools not supported by taxes, and as public relations con

sultant for the Ohio State Automobile Association, the
federation ofsk 58 AAA clubs in the state.
He is a past president of the American College
*

Public Relations Association, a past president of the Columbus
chapter of the Public Relations Society of America, .aizjscjxi; and a past
moderator of the Ohio Conference of Congregational Christian

Churches, which includes part of West Virginia.

(More)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 8-18-5?

(Foreman-Manager Speakers——-^)

Ifr. Schellenger is a graduate of Ohio State University.

Mr. Pleninger is a graduate of William and Mary College
with a degree in chemistry.

When DuPont undertook a heavy construction program
for the Federal Government early in World War II, he joined

the company’s engineering department which led to a series

of assignments in Indiana, Oklahoma and Minnesota.

During

/

construction of the atomic energy facility at Hanford, Wash.,

K

Mr. Pleninger served as employee relations superintendent.

After World War II, he worked on the construction of
new DuPont plants at Sabine River, Tex., and Parkersburg.

He assumed his present duties at Belle In 1951®

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE-- 8-19-55

To the Charleston Daily Mail, Charleston, W. Va.
For Release Sunday, Aug. 21

(DuPont superintendent——1)
HUNTINGTON- (M3 IS)—A DuPont plant official from

Belle and an Ohio public relations executive will be the
opening speakers of the eleventh annual Foreman-Manager Personnel

Conference in Huntington Sept, 9 and 10, according to Paul
H. Collins, conference director and Marshall College administrator.

The speaker at the opening session Saturday morning,

Sept. 10, will be Eo L. Pleninger, employee relations superintendent

of the E. I. DuPont deNemours Company's Belle works and veteran
of 20 years in industrial relations.
Mr. Pleninger will speak on the subject, "Your Challenge

in Management."

The Saturday morning session will take place in the

auditorium of Science Hall at Marshall College.
Keynote speaker at the banquet Friday evening, Sept. 9,

will be Harold K. Schellenger of Columbus, 0., executive secretary
of the Ohio Foundation off Independent Colleges, Inc., and former

director of public relations of Ohio State University.
His address on "Public Relations—-Everybody's Business"

will highlight the opening dinner at the Hotel Frederick.
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE--- 8-19-55

(DuPont superintendent——2)

More than 500 persons from five states are expected

to attend the conference.

States expected to be represented

include West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and

Virginia.

The meeting is sponsored jointly by Marshall College,
the Huntington Foreman-Manager Club and the Huntington Personnel

Association.

Its purpose is to establish a better understanding

among industrial key men.
Mr. Pleninger is a graduate of William and Mary College

with a degree in chemistry.
When DuPont undertook a heavy construction program for
the Federal Government early in World War II, he joined the

company’s engineering department which led to a series of

assignments in Indiana, Oklahoma and Minnesota.

During

construction of the atomic energy facility at Hanford, Wash.,
Mr. Pleninger served as employee relations superintendent.

After the war he worked on the construction of new

DuPont plants at Sabine River,

Tex., and at Parkersburg.

He assumed his duties at Belle in 1951.
Mr. Schellenger is a graduate of Ohio State University

and a former Jackson, 0., newspaper editor.
f

After 15 years

as public relations director of Ohio State University, he

entered public relations for business.
He is pxfc past president of the American College

Public Relations Association.

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---- 8-19-55

To the Charleston Gazette, Charleston, W. Vao
For Release Sunday, Aug. 21

(DuPont superintendent-- 1)
HUNTINGTON--- (MCIS^-- E. L. Pleninger, employee
relations superintendent of the E. I. DuPont deNemours

Company’s Belle Works, and an Ohio public relations executive
will be the opening speakers of the eleventh annual Foreman-Manager
Personnel Conference in Huntington Sept. 9 and 10, according to
Paul H. Collins, conference’ director and Marshall College
administrator.

Pleninger, a 20-year veteran in industrial relations,

will address the opening session Saturday morning, Sept. 10.
His subject will be "Your Challenge in Management."

The Saturday morning session will take place in

the auditorium of Science Hall at Marshall College.

Keynote speaker at the banquet Friday evening, Sept, 9.
will be Harold K. Schellenger of Columbus, 0., executive
secretary of the Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges, Inc.,
and former director of public relations of Ohio State University.
His address on "Public Relations——Everybody’s

Business" will highlight the opening dinner at the Hotel
Frederick.
(snore)
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INFORMATION SERVICE--- 8-19-55

(DuPont Superintendent——2)

More than 500 persons from five states are expected
to attend the conference.

States expected to be represented

include West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia.

The meeting is sponsored jointly by Marshall College,
the Huntington Foreman-Manager Club and the Huntington Personnel

Association.

Its purpose is to establish a better understanding

among industrial key men.
Mr. Pleninger is a graduate of William and Mary College

with a degree in chemistry.

.
r

When DuPont undertook a heavy construction program for',

the Federal Government (fairly in World War II, he joined the

<

{

/1

company’s engineering department which led to a series of

assignments in Indiana, Oklahoma and Minnesota,

During coni ■

struction of the atomic energy facility at Hanford , Wash,,

Mr. Pleninger served as employee relations superintendent.

A

/

After the war he worked on the construction of new

•

i -i

DuPont plants at Sabine Biver, Tex.,> and at Parkersburg.
He assumed his duties at Belle in 1951.
Mr. Schellenger is a graduate of Ohio State 'University
i ‘

and a former Jackson ,0., newspaper editor.

After 1? years as !

public relations director of Ohio State University, he entered
public relations for business.
He is past president of the American College

Public Relations Association.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE--- 8-19-55
To the Columbus Citizen, Columbus, Ohio

For Release Sunday, Aug. 21, 1955

(Harold K. Schellenger——1)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- Harold K. Schellenger

of Columbus, 0., executive secretary of the Ohio Foundation of
Independent Colleges, Inc., and former director of public relations
of Ohio State University, will be the keynote speaker of the

eleventh annual Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference in

Huntington Sept. 9-10, it was announced by Paul H. Collins,

conference director and Marshall College administrator.
Mr. Schellenger’s address on "Public Relations-—
Everybody’s Business" will highlight the opening banquet at the

Hotel Frederick dining hall Friday evening, Sept. 9.
The featured speaker at the first general session
the following morning will be E. L.

Pleninger of Bells,

W. Va., employee relations superintendent of the E. I. DuPont

deNemours Company's Belle works and veteran of 20 years in

industrial relations.

This session will take place at Science

Hall auditorium on the Marshall College campus.

More than 500 persons from five states are expected
to attend the conference.

States expected to be represented

include West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia.
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE--- 8-19-55
(Harold K. Schellenger

2)

The meeting is sponsored jointly by Marshall College,
the Huntington Foreman-Manager Club and the Huntington Personnel

Association.

Its purpose is to establish a better understanding

among industrial key men.
Mr, Schellenger is a graduate of Ohio State University

and a former Jackson, 0., newspaper editor.

After 1? years

as public relations ee£ director of OSU, he entered public relations
for business.

Ke is past president of the American College Public
Relations Association, past w president of the Columbus

chapter of the Public Relations Society of America, and past

moderator of the Ohio Conference of Congregational Christian
Churches.

-30-

MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.——8-22-55

For Immediate Release

(Foreman-Manager Speakers

HUNTINGTON-- (MCIS)-- More than 500 persons from five states are expected

to attend the eleventh annual Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference in Huntington
Sept. 9 sincl 10, according to Paul H. Collins, conference director and Marshall

College administrator.

States expected to be represented are West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky,
Pennsylvania, and Virginia*.
The meeting is sponsored jointly by Marshall College, the Huntington

Foreman-Manager Club and the Huntington Personnel Association .

Its purpose is to

establish a better understanding among industrial key men.

Opening speakers will be an Ohio public relations executive and a West
Virginia industrial employee relations superintendent*

Keynote speaker of the conference will be Harold K. Schellenger of
Columbus, Ohio, executive secretary of the Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges,
Inc ©, and former director of public relations of Ohio State University.

His

address on "Public Relations--Everybody’s Business" will highlight the opening
banquet at the Hotel Frederick Friday evening, Sept. 9.
The featured speaker at the first general session the following morning

will be E. L. Pleninger of Belle, W. Va., employee relations superintendent of
the E. I. DuPont deNemours Company’s Belle works and a veteran of 20 years in

industrial relations.

This session will take place in Science Hall auditorium

at Marshall College.
Mr. Pleninger’s subject will be "Your Challenge in Management."
The conference program will include five group discussion meetings and

a concluding luncheon at the Marshall College dining hall.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.-- 8-2^55

For Immediate Release

(Extension class organization meetings—1)

.

HUNTINGTON-- (MCIS)-- The schedule of meetings

to organize', extension classes in 1*+ West Virginia communities

has been announced by Paul H, Collins, Marshall College
director of field services.

The meetings, all set for 7 p. m., will take place

between Sept. 6 and 1?.
Collins^ said courses in several fields will be
availableMF-most-of.-these- centers on both the undergraduate

and graduate levels.

In each community the course or courses
-,y

offered will be determined by the demands of those present
at the organizational meeting.

Sleek Organizational meetings and the dates on

which they are scheduled include:
^_Ja[el®h»^4gh«8oheolY«Tuesday, -Sept.... 6j'Lewisburg

——High School,- -Tuesday
Welch High School and Lewisburg High School,

Tuesday, Sept. 6| Madison-Scott High School, Princeton
Board of Education office and Clay High School, Wednesday,
Sept. 7j Logan Board of Education?^ office, Williamson Main

Building Grade School, X and Pineville High School, Thursday,

Sept. * 8j Fayetteville Board of Education office, Monday,

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. Va.—8-2*+-55

(Extension class organization meetings—2)
Septo 12j Charleston High School,

v,_

y

/

Beckley Junior, High School, Tuesday, Sept. 131 St. Albans
CentraXGrade“^h6oifWednesday^Sept. 1M-, and Parkersburg

Washington High School, Thursday, Sept. 15.

Anyone wishing additional information about
Marshall College, extension classes ag^r should write to
Mr. Collins at Jfarshall College9
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE----- 8-2*rT£5

To the Herald-Advertiser

For Release Sunday, Aug, 28

WITH THREE PHOTOS
(Foreman-Manager Group Speakers—1)

Three men, representing West Virginia, Kentucky
r

and Virginia, will be among the group meeting speakers at the

eleventh annual Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference in
Huntington, September 9 and 10, according to Paul H. Collins,
conference director and Marshall College administrator*

Mr, Collins said the appointment of other group
speakers would be announced within a few days.
The three already named include Allen K. Heydrick
of Weirton, director of education and training for the Weirton

Steel Company, William Verity of Ashland, Ky., assistant to the

manager of Armco Steel Corporation’s Ashland works, and

Prince E. Thornton of Roanoke, Va,, public relations assistant

for the Appalachian Electric Power Company,
More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio,
Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia are expected to attend
the conference for industrial key men.

The event is sponsored

jointly by Marshall College, the Huntington Foreman-Manager

Club and the Huntington Personnel Association,
(more)
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MARSHALL COLIEGE INFORMATION SERVICE---8-2*4-55
(Foreman-Manager Group Speakers--- 2)
Speakers at opening general sessions of the
conference are Harold K. Schellenger of Columbus, 0

executive

secretary of the Ohio Foundation of Independent Colleges, Inc.,

and E. L. Pleninger of Belle, W. Va., employee relations
superintendent of the E. I. DuPont deNemours Company’s Belle
works.

Group meetings are scheduled for Saturday morning,
Sept. 10, in lecture halls of Science Hall on the Marshall

College campus.
Mr. Heydrlck will address group 2 on the
subject "Human Relations in Action. "

Weirton Steel’s

education, and training division, which he heads, has developed

several supervisory training programs which have been adopted
by many other companies throughout the country.

He is a

frequent speaker for the American Management Association and
the United States Chamber of Commerce.
Mr. Verity’s speech topic for the group 1 meeting
is “Who’s Responsible for Good Management-Labor Relations?"

The Kontudg-y industrialist became personnel
A
advisor of Armco Steel’s Ashland works in 1950 and in 1953

became assistant to the manager.

director of

the Wrenn Taper Company, Middletown, O.j^and^helcUpeai^ioftS
Ohio Falls, Inc., Louisville, Ky., and the Third National

Bank of Ashland, Ky.
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE----- 8-2*+-55

(Foreman-Manager Group Speakers—--I)

Mr. Thorton la a native of Mercer county, W. Va.,

and is a graduate of Concord College, Athens, W. Va,

Before

joining the Appalachian Flectric Power Company as public

relations assistant, he held positions
„ra!agi^fe^saiiLJteniture making, soft Brink bottling, railroading,
food merchandising,K>^i±n'public school teaching.
In 1953, at the request of the West Virginia

Conservation Commission, he developed and presented a program
titled "Americans on Guard," urging all Americans to conserve

their natural resources and combat the

"red destroyer," fire.

Early this year, with the cooperation of coal
authorities, Mr, Thornton developed and began presenting his

present story on coal, "Blade Magic." ITlack Maglcn will th#
group *+ at the Foreman-

subject of his address before
Manager Personnel Conference.
-30-
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For Immediate Release

(Foreman-Manager Group Speakers——1)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—(Special)—Three men,

representing West Virginia, Kentucky and Virginia, will be

among the group meeting speakers at the eleventh annual Fore
man-Manager Personnel Conference in Huntington, Sept. 9 and 10,
according to Paul H. Collins, conference director and

Marshall College administrator.

I

Mr. Collins said the appointment of other group

speakers would be announced within a few days.
The three already named include Allen K. Heydrick
of Weirton, director of educatibn and training for the Weirton

Steel Companyj William Verity of Ashland, Ky., assistant

to the manager of Armco Steel Corporation’s Ashland works, and
Prince E. Thornton of Roanoke , Va., public relations assistant
for the Appalachian Electric Power Company.

More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio,
Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia are expected to attend
the conference for industrial key men.

The event is sponsored

jointly by Marshall College, the Huntington Foreman-Manager

Club and the Huntington Personnel Association.
Speakers at opening general sessions of the

conference are Harold K. Schallenger of Columbus, 0., public
relations executive, and E. L. Pleninger of Belle, W. Va.,
DuPont plant employee relations superintendent.
-30?
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE,Huntington, W.Va.-8-2*+-55
To the Roanoke Times, Roanoke, Va.

For Release Sunday, Aug. 28

(Roanoke man-- 1)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.—(Special)—A Roanoke business
executive ■will be among the group meeting speakers at the

eleventh annual Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference in
Huntington, Sept. 9 and 10, according to Paul H. Collins,

conference director and Marshall College administrator.
)

He is Prince E. Thornton of 263*+ Westhampton
Avenue, Roanoke, public relations assistant of the Appalachian

Electric Power Company.

Mr. Thornton is teacher of a class of young business

men at the First Baptist Church in Roanoke.
The Virginia business leader will address group

h- of the Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference on the subject,
’'Black Magic," a presentation on coal.

His speech is scheduled

for Saturday, Sept. 10, at Science Hall on the Marshall
College campus.
Other group speakers include Allen K. Heydriefc of

Weirton, W. Va., director of education and training for the
Weirton Steel Company, and William Verity of Ashland, Ky.,

assistant to the manager of Armco Steel Corporation’s Ashland

Works.
Speakers at opening general sessions are
(more)

I
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W.Vao-$8-2^-55
(Roanoke man—-2)
Harold K. Schellenger, Ohio public relations executive, and

E. L. Pleninger, Belle, Wo Va. employee relations superintendent
of the DuPont Company,,

More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio,
Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia are expected to attend
the conference for industrial key men®

The event is sponsored

jointly by Marshall College, the Huntington Foreman-Manager
Club and the Huntington Personnel Association.

■
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE,Huntington,WoVa.-8-2*+-55

To the Wheeling News-Register, Wheeling, W. Va.
For Release Sunday, Aug. 28, 1955

(Weirton industrialist-—1)

HUNTINGTON--(Special)-—A Weirton industrialist
will be among the group meeting speakers at the eleventh

annual Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference in Huntington
Sept. 9 and 10, according to Paul H. Collins, conference
director and Marshall College administrator..
He is Allen K. Heydrick, director of education

and training for the Weirton Steel Company, and former
training supervisor for the National Association of Jfenufacturers.

Mr. Heydrick will address group 2 at the
Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference on the subject, "Human
Relations in Action."

His speech is scheduled for Saturday

morning, Sept. 10, at Scieice Hall on the Marshall College
campus.

Other group meeting speakers Include William

Verity of Ashland, Ky., assistant to the manager of Armco

Steel Corporation’s Ashland works, and Prince E. Thornton
of Roanoke, Va., public relations assistant of the Appalachian
Electric Power Company.

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE,Huntington,W.Va.-8-2+-55

(Weirton industrialist---- 2)
Speakers at opening sessions of the conference

are Harold K. Schellenger of Columbus, 0., a public relations
executive, and E. L. Plenlnger of Belle, fcodfex Kanawha county,

employee relations superintendent of the DuPont company<>
More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio,

Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia are expected to attend
the conference for industrial key men.

The event is sponsored

Jointly by Marshall College, the Huntington Foreman-Manager

Club and the Huntington Personnel Association.
Mr. Heydrick has had extensive experience in

education and training, public relations and community
organization and development.

He has taken special training

at Northwestern University, Pennsylvania State College and
the University of Chicago.

The Weirton Steel Company’s education and training

division, under Mr. Eeydrick’s direction, has developed
several supervisory training programs which have been adopted
by many other companies throughout the country.

He is a

fxzxqnsntkz frequent speaker for the American Management
Association and the United States Chamber of Commerceo

-30-
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE,Huntington,W.Va.-8-2^-55

To the Ashland Independent, Ashland, Ky.

For Release Sunday, Aug. a? 28

(Ashland, man——1)

HUNTINGTON, W. VA.-- (Special)-- An Ashland
industrial executive and community leader will be among the
group meeting speakers at the eleventh annual fessax- ForemanManager Personnel Conference in Huntington Sept. 9 and 10,

according to Paul H. Collins, conference director and Marshall
College administrator.
He is William Verity, assistant to the manager

of the Armco Steel Corporation’s Ashland works and 1955 president
of the Boyd County Community Chest.

i

Mr. Verity, scheduled to address group 1 at

the morning session Saturday, Sept. 10, will speak on the
subject, "Who’s Responsible for Good Management-Labor
Relations."

He will be introduced by Arnold J. Kiessling of

Huntington, foundry manager of Houdaille-Hershey Corporation.
More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio,

Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia are expected to attend
the conference of industrial key men.

The event is sponsored

jointly by Marshall College, the Huntington Foreman-Manager
Club and the Huntington Personnel Association.

(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE,Huntington, W.Va.-6-^t-55

(Ashland man--- 2)

Speakers at opening general sessions of the

conference are Harold K. Schollenger of Columbus, 0,,
public relations executive, and E. L. Pleninger, Belle, W. Va.,

employee relations superintendent of the DuPont company.
Mr. Verity was transferred to Ashland from
Middletown, 0., In August, 1950, assuming the duties of

personnel advisor at first and later his present post of
assistant to the manager.

Some of his other business connections include

serving as a director of the Wrenn Paper Company, Middletown, 0.|
Ohio Falls, Inc., Louisville, Ky., and the Third National
Bank of Ashland.

He is a director of the Ashland YMCA, the
Jaycee Youth Center, the Community Chest and the Ashland

Board of Trade and is a vestryman of Calvary Episcopal Church.
For the last two years he has served as chairman of the
Education Committee of the Board of Trade and is also vice

president of that boardo
Mr. Verity is a member of Clarence Fields post

of the American Legion and of the National Foreign Relations

Commission of the American Legion.
Mr. and Mrs. Verity, who reside at 2536 in Ashland,

have two children.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE,Huntington,W.Va.-8-2*1-55

To the News^Journal, Middletown, 0.
For Release Sunday, Aug. 28

(Middletown man---- 1)
HUNTINGTON, W. VA.**-(SPECIAL)

A former

industrialist and native of Middletown, 0., will be among
the group meeting speakers at the eleventh annual Foreman-

Manager Personnel Conference in Huntington^ Sept. 9 and 10,

according to Paul H. Collins, conference director and Marshall

College administrator.
He is William Verity of Ashland, Ky0, former

assistant supervisor of personal relations for the Middletown
division of the Armco Steel Corporation.

Mr. Verity is now

assistant to ths manager of Armco’s Ashland works.

He was

trenaferred from Middletown to Ashland in August, 1950.

The conference speaker is a former director of
the Wrenn Paper Company at Middletown.
Other group meeting speakers already named are

Allen K. Heydrick of Weirton, W. Va., director of education

and training for the Weirton Steel Company, and Prince E.

Thornton of Roanoke, Va., public relations assistant fcr the
Appalachian Electric Power Company.
Speakers at the opening general sessions of the

Foreman-Manager Personnel conference are Harold K. Schellenger
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W.Va.-8-2*+-55

(Middletown man——2)
of Columbus, 0., executive secretary of the Ohio Foundation
of Independent Colleges, Inc., and E. L. Plenlnger of Belle,
W. Va., employee relations superintendent of the E. I. DuPont

deNemours Company’s Belle works.
More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio,

Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia are expected to attend
the conference for industrial key men.

The event is sponsored

jointly by Marshall College, the Huntington Foreman-Manager
Club and the Huntington Personnel Association.
-30-
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MARSHALL COLT,EGE INFORMATION SERVICE,Huntington,W.Vao—8-2*1-55

To the Bluefield Telegraph, Bluefield, W. Vao

For Release Sunday, Aug, 28

(Mercer county man-—1)

HUNTINGTON——(Special)—A Mercer county native
who was named "Man of the Year" in 1952 by the Bluefield

Junior Chamber of Commerce will be among the group meeting
speakers at the eleventh annual Foreman-Manager Personnel
Conference in Huntington Septo 9 and 10o

He is Prince E. Thornton, Concord College graduate

and public relations assistant of the Appalachian Electric
Power Company in Roanoke, Va.
Mr. Thornton will address group

of the

Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference on the subject, "Black
Magic," a story on coal.

®i His speech is scheduled for

Saturday morning, Septo 10, in Science Hall on the Mar shall
College campus.
In 1951, Mr. Thornton gave a series of illustrated

talks in southern West Virginia coujjid.es under sponsorship
of the Bluefield Jaycees.

On the basis of his success in these

talks he was selected "Man of the Year0"
In 1953, at the request of the West Virginia

Conservation Commission, he developed and presented a program
titled, "Americans on Guard," urging all Americans to conserve

their natural resources and combat the "red destroyer," fire0
(more)
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE--- 8-2h-55

(Mercer county man--- 2)

Mr* Thornton has held positions In furniture

making, soft drink bottling, railroading, food merchandising
and public school teaching©
Other group meeting&^a^the conference include

Allen K. Heydrick of Weirton, director of education and training
for the Weirton Steel Company, and William Verity of Ashland,

Ky., assistant to the msnager of Armco Steel Corporation's

Ashland works.
Speakers at opening sessions of the conference
are Harold K. Schellenger of Columbus, 0

public relations

executive, and E© L. Pleninger of Belle, Kanawha county,

DuPont plant employee relations superintendent©
More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio,
Kentucky, Pennsylvania and Virginia are expected to attend the

conference for industrial key men©

It is sponsored jointly

by Marshall College, the Huntin^on Foreman-Manager Club and

the Huntington Personnel Associations
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W. va.-

•8-24-55

For Immediate Release

(Foreman-Manager Group Speakers

■1)

HUNTINGTON, W<> VA<>—-(Special)-—Three men, representing West Virginia,
Kentucky, and Virginia, will "be among the group meeting speakers at the eleventh

annual Foreman-Manager Personnel Conference in Huntington, Sept. 9 and 10,

according to Paul H. Collins, conference director and Marshall College adminis
trator.

Mr. Collins said the appointment of other group speakers would be
announced within a few days.
The three already named include Allen Ko Heydrick of Weirton 2 director
\ ■ 7

of education and training for the Weirton Steel Company^ William Verity of
Ashland, Ky«, assistant to the manager of Armco Steel Corporation#s Ashland works,

and Prince E. Thornton of Roanoke, Va., public relations assistant for the

Appalachian Electric Power Company.
More than 500 persons from West Virginia, Ohio, Kentucky, Pennsylvania,
and Virginia are expected to attend the conference for industrial key men.

The

event is sponsored Jointly by Marshs.ll College, the Huntington Foreman-Manager
Club and the Huntington Personnel Associationo

Speakers at opening general sessions of the conference are Harold Ko
Schellenger of Columbus,

0o,

public relations executive, and Eo Lo Pleninger

of Belle, Wo Va., DuPont plant employee

relations superintendent.
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MARSHALL COLLEGE INFORMATION SERVICE, Huntington, W Va.—-8-26-55

For Immediate Release

(Extension class organization meetings -—1)
HUNTINGTON-- (MCIS)—-The schedule of meetings to organize fall extension
classes in 14 West Virginia communities has been announced by Paul Ho Collins,
Director of Adult Education, Marshall College«

The meetings, all set for 7 pemo, will take place between Septo 6 and 15*

Collins said courses in several fields will be available at most places
on both, the undergraduate and graduate levels 0

In each community the course or

courses offered will be determined by the needs of those present at the organiza
tional meeting

Welch High School and Lewisburg High School, Tuesday, Septo 6; Madison-

Scott High School, Princeton Board of Education Office, and Clay High School,
Wednesday, Septo 7 J Logan Board of Education Office, Williamson Main Building
Grade School, and Pineville High School, Thursday, Septo 8; Fayetteville Board of

Education Office, Monday, Septo 12; Charleston High School and Beckley Junior High

School, Tuesday, Septo 13; Sto Albans Central Grade School and Ripley High School,
Wednesday, Septo 14, and Parkersburg Washington Junior High School, Thursday,

Septo 15

Anyone wishing additional information about Marshall College fall
extension classes should write to the Director of Adult Education, Marshall

College, Huntington, West Virginia»
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Marshall Speaker Long
Active In Schoo! Field

0
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i
(See Page One Story)
J
Dr. Henry H. Hill, president of
George Peabody College for
Teachers at Nashville, Tenn.,
speaker at Marshall College
summer commencement exercises
on August 26, has had more than
35 years of experience as an
educator and school administra
tor.
Dr* Hill, who has a special in
j
terest in the field of school ad
ministration, a continuing Interest
in good teachers and good teach
ing. in the processes of classroom
instruction, and in the welfare
and advancement of the Ameri k •• ■ 3
J
can public school system, served
as superintendent of schools in
■
rw W
■&>.
Walnut Ridge, Ark., for seven
years.
Then followed 10 years as
superintendent in Lexington, Ky.;
one . year as assistant superin
tendent of St. Louis Public st'
Schools; three years as superin
DR. HENRY H. HILL
tendent of schools in Pittsburgh;
one year as state high school
Speafcs Here August 26
supervisor in Arkansas and 10
years as president of Peabody. sity of Virginia and his Ph. D.
His other experience includes from Columbia University.
a year as instructor in Spanish at His professional honors include
the University of Virginia, and the presidency of the Southern
| two years as teacher of Latin Association of Colleges and
Secondary Schools, 1949; presiand English in high school.
Dr. Hill has written for profes- dency of ‘ the Southern Associasiona- periodicals, including Na- tion of Colleges and Secondary
tional Education Association mag-jSchools. 1949; presidency of the
azines. The Nation’s Schools. The American Association of School
school .Executive, the American Administrators, 1947; member
School Board Journal and various ship and chairman of the Educa
tional Policies Commigsion; and
,tate educational journals.
He geacivcda his A. B. and trustee and chairmans^^of
I. A. degrees from the Univer- Educational Testing Service.

Dr. Henry Hill _
Speaks Aug. 26
At Commencement

%

(

i

J

(Picture On Page 5)
, Dr. Henry H. HUI, president of
: George Peabody College for
Teachers at Nashville, Tenn., will
be the principal speaker at the
'Marshall College summer com.mencemerit exercises at 10 A. M.
on August 26 at the Keith-Albee
Theater.
; President Stewart H. Smith of
Marshall, who announced Dr.
HiU’s acceptance of the invitation
yesterday, said degrees will be
iconferred upon 250 to. 300 candi’dates.
(See MARSHALL',. Page 5)
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MrS‘ Freder*ck A- Fitch,"jr., of 403 Eighth
’ ac(?0^amed
her daughter, Karen, left yesterda? •
iw New York City, where they will join Professor Fitch
mprnhJl
Xthe
College physical education
ha” ”□
xvfcf+h^rtcer graduate work at New York University for sii
uteks this Summer. After several days’ vacationing in New York
he win accompany his family
xork*
back to Huntington.
:
--------------En route to New York, Mrs.
Fitch and her daughter will stop
briefly in New Martinsville,
W. Va., where they will join
Mrs. Fitch’s mother, Mrs W. E.
McKnight of 403 Eighth Avenue,
who is visiting relatives there.
a^RAVELB0UND:
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Court To Steel Mill

I

Heat Is Really On For
Former Marshall Cage
t
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WEATHER’S FINE COMPARED TO THIS
Ray Frazier Catches A Pass In Rod Mill
LAOMA C. DAVIDSON

I many a hot contest on the basket

Marshall Student Journalist

for MarshaU CoUege, fe!

Ray Frazier, who has been in now workjng on fojs a. B. degree
— cooling off on the campus ini
j weather described by the weather-j
i man as “scorching”, between)
shifts in the rolling mill of Westj
Virginia Steel & Manufacturing
Co., where he hooks hot steel for
a living.
He expects to get his A. B. on
August 26 in physical education
and social studies.
Ray has accepted a positron as
head coach of football and basket
ball at Murray City (O.) High
School, where he win report for
duty in September.
Working in temperatures esti
mated at between 120 and 130 de
grees as he manipulates white-hot j
steel through a rod mill, Frazier
comes out to cool off in the high
90s in which his fellow students
say they are “sweltering” their
way through summer school.
Frazier, who lives at 3730 Riv
erside Drive, played three years
on the Marshall basketball team
under veteran former- Coach Cam
Henderson.
After warming up in . his steel
mill job and cooling off on the
campus during the week, Frazier
“shivers” over the week end with
his hobby, waterskiing, on the
Ohio River. •

1

Sporticulars
J

./

Scholarship
Offered
By Ad Club

By Don Hatfield

Pitcher's ‘Ruined?
Arm Improving
-•if >

.

^~>
a ,

• A few months back, I wrote about a promising young pitcher
who ruined his arm when ordered to pitch twice in two days by
his coach.
The past week I received a letter from this boy, Jim Wilkes,
now a Navy man. He writes:
“Don’t think I’m bragging, I’m elated over the fact that my
arm seems to be coming around again. I still haven’t tried pitch
ing, though. I’m a shortstop now for our ship team (USS Los An
geles). The old wing really feels great — the best it’s felt since I in
jured it a few years ago. I think what has been wrong in the past
is that I’ve been afraid to hurt it again. But now that I’m at short,
and have got to make the long throw once in a while, I’m working
it back into shape. When I get out of this life, I’d sure like to play
some ball, either as an infielder’ or a pitcher, for a team in Hun
tington. I’m hitting well, too.”
Incidentally, he will be discharged in February. He plans to
enroll in Marshall College. Maybe the Big Green could use another
baseb alter, hmmmmm?
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Sports Shorts: It seems at least one West Virginia University
fan is glad 'to hear Leo Byrd is going to Marshall . . . Frank
Spangler, manager of a variety store at Barboursville, explains,
“I like to watch Leo play ball. And if he went to WVU, I’d hardly
ever get to see him.” . . . Huntington high school football coach
Johnny Cox is still looking and
hoping for an assistant for this ... And playing for Clemson,
season ... And, Huntington Vin S. C.’s No. 1 rival, is none other
son coach George Ketchum is than Jack Steinbrecher, who
doing the same for another game played with Barrett for the Pi
,.. His open dates are Septem rates two years ago ... Inci
ber 16 and October 21 . . . Four dentally, Barrett’s name was
teams in the area have open < listed in football’s 1955 Alldates, and wouldn’t you know it American forecast ... Calls him
—none of them are the same . .. a ’ “swashbuckling sophomore
Fairland — October 28, Hunting- sensation.” ... Barrett may run
ton East — October 7 and Bar- into another lad from this area
boursville — November 4 ... when his team plays Duke ...
Bobby Cook, Eastern Babe Ruth Provided he can get that injured
baseball pitcher, showed them knee in condition, former Vinson
hew it was done in Parkers all-stater Dale Boyd will run for
burg’s state tourney last week the Blue Devils ... Add inci
... Besides whiffing 19 batters dental intelligence: Both Boyd
in seven innings, Cook proved and Barrett are state Heisman
he could hit, too ... Lined one Award winners ... Hear Pop
into center to bring in a much- McGinnis, one of the best stock
needed run ... Tom Payne, car drivers in the south, is build
Pony Express center on last ing a new car ... Plans to drop
year’s state runner-up cage a new Chevy V-8 engine in a
team, is turning down a schol Ford coupe '... The Huntington
arship to a major college to Motor Speedway continues to
play for Marshall, where he has draw large crowds ... 1,800 last
, no offer.
week, 2,500 the week before ...
Rehder’s Digest calls auto rac
* * *
It’s a Small World Depart- ing the most poplilar sport in the
ment: Bobby Barrett, Barbours world ... Says statistics prove
ville’s gift to the football ■world it .. . But, as many point out,
is slated for the regular fullback you can make sofflp. -statistics
scot for South Carolina this fall prove anything.
■

7
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A scholarship in advertising
will be established soon by the
Huntington Advertising Club,
George Andrick, president, an
nounced yesterday.
The club voted at its regular
luncheon meeting Friday to es
tablish the4scholarship for a stu
dent attending Marshall College
and majoring in advertising.
A committee was appointed to
set up qualifications for the
scholarship and decide upon the
amount to be ’ given. Members
are John J, McCormack, Robert
Boyd, Miss Elizabeth Stout,
Kirk Wiles, and Mi'.’ Andrick.
STANDING committee chair
men, also appointed at the meet
ing, are membership, B. B. Lov
ins; program, Robert Boyd; at
tendance, George Grogan; edu
cation, Carl Miller of the Mar
shall College [[acuity; publicity,
Curtis Jones; legislation,
George Linsenmeyer; and house
committee, Steve -Faulkner.
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MISS LUCILLE MULLINS
1 .<■'
s.

AA?' 'ii.

Miss Mullins
.Attends Meet

I

Miss Lucille Mullins of 1652
Third avenue, left today for Al
buquerque. N. M.. where she will •
attend the National Home Eco
nomics Conclave, being held at
the University of New Mexico
August 10-13.
Miss Mullins is home econo
mist at The Fair, plumbing and
kitchen store, and is also a stu
dent at Marshall College. She
, will represent the college’s Erf
silon chapter of Kappa Omicro l
/Phi. home economics honorary!.
I She will be joined at the colRvention by Miss Cleo Margaret
jGray, chapter adviser at Mar
shall, who has been visiting

4.'

b

44—Herald-Advertiser, Hunting-ton, W. Va.—Sunday, August 7, 1955
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THE FIRST public-service meeting in the new auditorium at The Fair Kitchen and
Plumbing Store was held when a group of Marshall College home economics students visited the model kitchen to watch Home Economist Lucille Mullins demonstrate the easy operation of modern work-saving appliances. (Staff Photo)

Demonstration
Kitchen Shown I

I
i

■ Huntington’s home economics'
student now have a place to try'
out modern appliances and dis-i
cover how a kitchen - like - themagazines
show works. The
demonstration kitchen is on the
stage of the auditorium at The
Fair Kitchen and Plumbing Store,
756 -Third avenue, which began its
public service kitchen demonstra
tions this week before three separ
ate clases of Marshall College stu
dents.
The third - floor auditorium,
which will be offered to high school
classes, women’s clubs and inter
ested groups as a meeting place,
is airconditioned and comfortable
chairs with side arm writing sur
faces are provided.
Miss Lucille Mullins, a senior
student at Marshall College, is;
serving as the store’s home eco
nomist. The demonstration kitchen
itself is largely a product of the
Marshall home economics’ depart
ment. Mrs. F. A. Rouse, head of
the college home economics de
partment, assisted with the plan
ning stages, while Mrs. A. M.
Foose, the college specialist in
home decoration, was the decora
tor.
I

i

“IT’S JUST another case of
higher education coming to the
help of practical, everyday living,”
Claude Canterbury, manager flbf
The Fair and himself a Mar
shall graduate, explained.
The auditorium, which featuijps
a modern kitchen in pink and char
coal with accents of green, contains
a dishwasher, garbage disposal
unit, electric range, refrigeratorand automatic clothes washer and
dryer. Every phase of modern
homemaking can be demonstrated
on the stage, and students and
homemakers alike are invited to
test the appliances for themselves.
“It’s one thing to watch a
demonstrator,’’ Miss Mullins said,
“and another to actually see for
yourself how something works. We
want folks to bring in clothes for
a test wash in the washer, to try
our dishwasher, to bake a cake
in the range. We had pitchers of
cold lemonade in the refrigerator
and hot cookies from the oven for
the Marshall students. Everyone
.seemed to enjoy it.”
MISS MULLINS, who is direct
ing activities in the new audi
torium, says that The Fair will
be glad to help club groups ar
range programs around any theme
applicable to home - making, even}
supplying light refreshments. She[
suggests that club chairmen can
well in advance to avoid conflict
in meeting times:
j
• In addition to the home eco-'
homies demonstrations, the large!
auditorium will be used for do-it-:
yourself schools and clinics, in
which tri-state home owners will I
receive instruction in such diversi
fied arts as laying floor tile, paint
ing, installation of kitchen equip
ment, and plumbing repairs, Mr.
Canterbury said._
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MARYLIN GREGORY, 607 Eleventh avenue, a fresh
man at Marshall College, gets advice on an impor
tant matter from Evelyn Lovely, 916 Tenth avenue,
of the Marshall staff. The problem: low heels or high
heels for a vacation in New York City? While much
-of the sightseeing of the New York Vacation Tour will
be from glass-topped motor coaches, Virginia Pitta
J tour registrar, has warned those going that they willk
t still be on their feet a lot and to take comfortable^
shoes.
4

I Eagles-Packers Exhibition
' Set In Charleston, Sept. 3 t .

(

1

CHARLESTON, Aug. 6. UP) — Ibe Philadelphia Eagles and G reen
Bay Packers are scheduled to meet at Laidley Field here Si tur’ day night, Sept.* 3 in a pre-season National Football League
benefit game.
Four men who formerly starred on West Virginia high school and
college teams will be on the Eagle roster.
They are Norman Willey, Marshall College; Gene Lamone and
Bill Marker, West Virginia Univer
sity, and Dean Dugger, Stonewall
Jackson High School and Ohio
State University.
Willey is in his sixth season of
procjball. Tabbed “Wild Man” he
as one of the greats of professional
football today.
Marker, Lamone and Dugger are
among the freshmen members of
the Eagle squad battling for start
ing assignments. Dugger and La/■V.- • ■’? /'
------'
mone were fourth and fifth choices
Marine Major Edwara E. Burt,
respectively among the Eagles 1955
son of Mrs. Anna M. Burt of Point
draft selections.
Pleasant, and husband of the for
The Charleston contest will be
mer Shirley S. Gould of Hunting-,
the fourth of six exhibitions sched
ton, has reported for duty as
uled by the Eagles before they
communications and electrical ofopen their regular season Sept. 24
ficer with Air Fleet Marine Foice,
with New York in Connie Mack
Atlantic at Norfolk, Va. Before en
Stadium.
tering the service in June 1942,;
The Packers have a seven-game
•he was graduated from Marshall
pre-season schedule lined up. The
College and was employed by the
'Board of Education here.
Charleston game will mark their
fifth appearance.
The game is being played for
the benefit of the Charleston YMCA
tickets go on sale Monday,
Aug. 8, at 9 a.m.
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Members of Alpha Sigma Alpha sorority at Marshall
College met recently at the home of the president,
Miss Tammy Orr, 1550 Rugby Road, to plan the
activities of the sorority for next year. In the fore
ground are Miss Karlene Spohn, left, social chair
man, and Miss Betty J. Dickson, president of the

%£.

XM
fMMM'
£*•

.^. J

Pan-Hellenic Council; second row from left are Miss
Janet I. Atkins, secretary of Alpha Sigma Alpha;
Miss Orr, Miss Helen Cronin, Miss Elaine Strock,
vice-president, and Mrs. J. R. Dial, Jr., president of
the sorority’s Huntington alumnae chapter. (Staff
Photo)
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OKEY K. HAYSLIP

O. K. Haysi a p

O. KTHcsysSip
Dies At 87;
Ex-JBcmker
(Picture on Page 4)
Okey K. Hayslip, 87, of 3033
Third avenue, widely known Hun
tington certified public account
ant, banker and businessman and
former mayor of Guyandotte, died
this morning in a Huntington hos
pital.
He was a decendant of the
George Washington, Lee and a
Campbell families of Virginia.
Mr. Hayslfp opened his account
ing office in the First Hunting
ton National Bank building in
1914. He was issued the first
CPA certificate under examina
tion in West Virginia.
I After graduating from Marshall
I College at the age of 17 in 1885 he
taught school in Cabell county for
one year.
Later he served as mayor of
Guyandotte and town recorder for
tw</years. He was also a member

J.

f

f ■ '•

' 9

(Continued From Page One)
Barbara Figley will be leaving soon for,.
of the town council for two terms.
Mi-. Hayslip . was associated Clewston, Fla., where she will teach choral* musia
with the First Huntington Na ' in the public schools the coming year. The teach
tional Bank for J years. At the!
bank he was heal of the account-1 ers- of the school are to report August 15 and pre
ing department! and assistant pare for the opening of the school term Septem, cashier.
I
bei 2.
He was a member of the mem
Blarbara was graduated from the College of
bership committee of the Ameri Music at Marshall College in June. She is the
can Institute of Accounting and
the West Virginia Society of Ac daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank S. Figley, 105
countants. He was a member of Twenty - eighth street. She is a graduate of Hun
the state board of examiners for tington East high school.
CPAs for 25 years. Also he was
a member of the Huntington
Chamber of Commerce, the Hun
tington Credit Men’s Association,
the Western Star Lodge, Guyandotte Chapter 11, AF & AM, Beni
Kedem Temple of Charleston, and
Huntington Commandery 9 of the
Masonic Lodge.
In Clothing Business
For a time he engaged in the
■1
clothing business. The firm was
known as Hayslip, Guinn and Enslow Clothing Store.
He was a member of the Guy
andotte Methodist Church.
In 1936 Mr. Hayslip married
Miss Ina Crawford, then manager
of the Edna Thomas Candy &
Gift Shop here.
• • S?f
Additional survivors include two
sons, L. S. Hayslip of Philadelphia ||;
and E. K. Hayslip of Providence,
R. I.; three sisters, Misses Jesse
and Ruby Hayslip, retired school,
teachers, and Mrs. George Mc
Mahon of Huntington; one niece,
Mrs. Taylor Beard of Huntington;
two nephews, Richard McMahon
of Boston, Mass., and George Mc
Mahon of Huntington, and five
grandchildren.
The body is at the Beard-Fisher
Funeral Hoim^"^
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7 N-S Gridders Pick Marshall
The Big Green places second
only to West Virginia Univer
sity in popularity among the
high school gridders, too. Four
teen have announced plans to
(Special to The Advertiser)
enroll at Morgantown next
1 CHARLESTON, W. Va.—Mar- month.
The seven future charges of
; shall College has a big stake in
the 22nd annual North-South Coach Herb Royer, who will be
one of two instructors at Fri
football game here Saturday day’s coaching clinic, are:
night.
Virgil Summerfield, back,
I ' Seven of the 50 interscholastic Greenbank high, 18 years old,
188 pounds, 5-8.
standouts will enroll in the Hun
Charley Curry, guard, Oak
tington school next month to Hill, 19 years old, 197 pounds,
carry on their football capers;

Six Are With

Rebel Eleven

Milton
"

Bobby Eggers, tackle, Big bers of the Rebel eleven.
Running behind Marshall and
Creek of War, 19 years old, 195
West Virginia in popularity are
pounds, 6-1.
Bob Gardner, tackle, Woodrow Maryland, the choice of four;
Wilson of Beckley, 17 years old, Greenbrier Military School,
two; Morris Harvey College,
204 pounds, 5-11.
Alex Hawkins, back, South University of Virginia, William,
Charleston, 18 years old, 170 & Mary, Ohio State and the
University of Cincinnati, one
pounds, 5-11.
Dick Hawkins, tackle, South ■ each.
Charleston, 18 years old, 240
Thirty-one of the 50 boys have
pounds, 6-1.
already made their choices,
Bill Trout, back, Nitro, 18 which means that 19 others re
main available for sales talks
years old, 165 pounds, 5-11.
Only Summerfield will play from the scores of college
for Coach Jack Moore’s North coaches who will be on hand to
squad. The rest are all
watch them in action.

Cooch;
ers Qyit
fl

. Two resignations in as many days today left Milton high school
with only one coach for four sports
----------- -J — and football season just five
days away.
This morning, Lewis Ball, assistant coach and member
_________ *• of the
faculty at Milton, f’ ’ the
" . .1
__ County Board
asked
.Cabell
of Education to
relieve him of his coaching duties.
Ball wants to continue at Milton
i a teacher, while finishing work
on his master’s degree. He had
previously assisted in all sports.
. By jo ANN HERRING
Chambers Resigns
' f
j
* I SUMMER IN' YOSEMITE NATIONAL PARK': TKiHs turning
Yesterday, Bill Chambers, head
Out to be quite a Summer for two Huntington boys, who are spend
coach in all sports, resigned to ac
ing the three-month vacation from college working at Yosemite
cept a Marshall College coaching
National Park in California.
post. It was reported that Cham
Jamie Johnston, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. G.
Johnston of 5150
bers will be head baseball coach
Cherry Lawn Road, who is
' president of the. Junior
-- class
—at Marand assistant in football. He will
shall College, and Eddie Keith,
--------also do the scouting work for head
son of Mr. and • Mrs. H. D.
Marshall coach Herb Royer.
Keith, 1307 Thirteenth Street,
I The lone coach at Milton is John
left the first of June to spend ,
Allen, head basketball and track
! the Summer in the West.
"___
pilot. Allen, former Marshall Col
Living in a tent in Yosemite,
lege gridder, coached the Hunting
’ both boys are working at blister
ton high school ‘B’ team last
• rust control in the park, —
year.
which Mrs. Johnston tells me
Allen Subs
means they are helping destroy
j plant parasites in order to pro
In the absence of a head foottect the white pines of Califorball coach, assistant Allen will
nia. On I'
the side, during their off
take over. Allen said this morning
hours, Jamie and Eddie have
he planned to “take over until
tourned most all
they make up their minds.”
-11 of California,
and a good portion of Old
He asked that all candidates for
I
Mexico.
the Greyhounds’ team report to
To date,
_ -----they have
traveled a total of 7,600 miles
morrow at 10 A. M. at Milton high
school.
since they left Huntington in
! June. They plan to return- here
; Olin C. Nutter, superintendent of
the first of September.
Cabell County schools, said the
Both boys are graduates of
(Board was “toyin^to work some
Huntington central
thing out” forthe^nTton vacancy.
------- 1 High School,
and both are members of Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity. Eddie
Keith, a former Marshall stu' dent, is now attending Ohio Uni
versity.
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Reslgit^
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I’m glad Olin C. Nutter, superintendent of Cabell County Schools,
phoned me personally yesterday saying, “I have Bill Chamber’s,
head football and baseball coach of Milton High, written resigna
tion on my desk. Just thought you’d like to know.” End of quote.
This announcement comes as a complete surprise to nobody,
especially to Bill Chambers and the keeper of this corner who re
ported three weeks ago that Chambers was quitting at Milton to
take over head baseball job at Marshall College and assistant
football coach with Herb Royer.
We’re extremely sorry to announce (for the second time) that
Bill is departing from my old home town of Milton-on-the-Mud.
He is a young man who fully merits all the advancement he can
latch on to in the athletic world. Chambers has an excellent rec
ord in football, baseball and bas~
j k e t b a 11, particularly with the
Huntington Pony Express and the
U. of Kentucky Wildcats.
I am proud to call Coach
3 Chambers my friend. I could’
3
3 write a book about.the fella. It
3 would be a BIG book, too. Bill
3
3 is a gentleman, a scholar, an ath
3
3 lete and “all out” sportsman and
I always the gentleman. .
)
) I am sure our readers will
agree with me that Milton’s loss
is Marshall’s gain.
i

(

THE GREYHOUNDS
Aside to Milton men: Before
you lift a pen in anger because
the Greyhounds are left emptyhanded without a football coach
and fall practice drills start in
z just five more days, let me say
that the outlook for the Blue and
Gray isn’t as dark as it is painted
—it’s darker.
For the first time in football,
history at Milton the Greyhounds I
are without a head football coach
and the start of the season is so
close you can almost see the!
pigskin being punted high and]
far down field, over the white'
10-yard stripes. ’
But the sun is shining bright
through the dark clouds, which
always have a silver lining as
the words in a popular song say.
Yesterday at breakfast, someone
remarked: “How about John A1-.
len as head football skipper at!
Milton?”
Then someone else, at the SAME
breakfast table, said, “How about
Danny Clark as head moleskin
mentor of the Greyhounds?”
You certainly have heard of
John Allen and Danny Clark,
who made gridiron history at
'Marshall College with the Thun
dering Herd. Well, who will fill]
the cleated shoes left vacant by
Bill Chamber’s departure?
j

i

ALLEN & CLARK
ft’s common knowledge tl at
D ,nny Clark has played an oi t-j
st ending role in the success tl
tllle Greyhounds have enjoyed in
recent years. Clark was a truly
great lineman at Marshall, a
solid 60-minute player who knows;
football all the way from the
waterbucket to the goal line.
As for John Allen, he was not
(Only a sensational player for the
Thundering Herd in the forward
wall but has established himself
as one of the best young coaches
in the state. His record at Hun
tington High as boss of the “B”
team was magnificient. In 1953
the Pony Express yearlings under
Allen won 9 and lost only 1. In
1954 the Huntington B pigskin- ners turned in the same identi
cal record, winning from Bar
boursville, twice, Logan, St. Al
bans, Ashland’s Little Tomcats,
and other strong elevens.
And, I, for one, think that
either Allen or Clark as head
football coach of the Milton Grey
hounds would be an ideal choice. .
And, if you’ll pardon me forffbuttling into somebody’s else’s bnsi' ness, the signing of BOTH Clark
and Allen would be just what Dr.
Kildare ordered for Milton. Or
has Clark already been assigned
tfl Huntington East High?
In the meantime, the GreyIhounds don’t know from Tues
day who is going to coacb their
football team. The only thing the
Milton fans know for s-u-r-e is
that they want a coach and—a
GOOD one, too. Believe me, they*
-’are entitled to that.

Down In Front
By Ernie Salvatore

«|

Gatski Is Threat
ToJIein’s Record

C <

- - •;
-A bl
ATTENDS TRAINING CAMPl |j
'Miss Sara Boggess, a Marshal]
College sophomore,
left Sunday)
_______________
wu4iu<a<jn ||
to llattend the American Youtlj
Foundation’s leadership train
ing* camp at Camp Miniwanca
near Muskegon, Mich. The
camp extends over a two-week
period. Miss Boggess received
one of the 60 scholarship awards
to the camp made by the Dan
forth Foundation. She is the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. T.
Boggess, 201 Belford Avenue.
At Marshall, Miss Boggess
is a member of Alpha Lambda
Delta, freshman honorary so
rority; Alpha Xi Data, social
I sorority, and is serving her
' second year as a jnember of
the Student Senate.

I
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Frank Gatski becomes a ten-year man in professional football
Friday night when he and his Cleveland Browns mates take a
whack at the College All-Stars in Soldier Field, Chicago.
And. like that television star with the crew cut, George Gdbel,
says so frequently — you can’t hardly find them, no more. In j
fact, you never could find hardly any ten year men in the pro i
game, either now or in the long ago.
Only fellow I know who went quite a distance beyond the ten '
year mark was Mel Hein, the ex-New York Giant who did some
thing like 15 years in the National Football League. Hein, like J
Gatski, was a center.
May Equal Record
I
So, if big Gunner, as his Marshall College and Huntington
friends are wont to address him, can keep his arms and legs to
gether and unbroken, and if he can retain the zest he has always
had for football — he one day may either equal or break Mr.
Hein’s endurance record.
Speaking of Gatski’s zest for the game, I find it little dif
ferent from the time he first arrived here to play for the Big
Green under Cam Henderson to the present. .
He delights in body contact, does Frank, and nothing pleases the
big Grant Town Polack more than to deliver, with much resolution
and dispatch, a lusty buffet with his forearm on the snout of an on- j
- changing gridiron enemy.
more often than not these
I recall an example of this in tees
1
past several semesters.
that snowstorm game against
Gunner, of course, is one of
the Detroit Lions in Cleveland four remaining charter members
last December. It was the final of
- the Browns, the others being
regular season game for both end Dante Lavelli, tackle Lou
clubs and the two had already Groza and fullback Marion Mot
ley (who’s trying another come
clinched their conference pen back). He’s regarded by his
nants and were to meet in the coach, Paul Brown, as the best
title game the following week.
offensive center in the league,
Rough, Tough Game
an opinion shared by everyone
It was a rough, tough ball in Cleveland, the state of Ohio,
game tfith the Lions pulling it and Marshall College.
out, 14-10, in the final minutes
Gatski has all of the physical
of play. At the final gun Mr. requirements of an offensive cen
Gatski hauled off and bashed a ter. He’s 6-3, weighs 240-pounds
Lion lineman square on the and is ‘split high,’ which makes,
chops because that Lion was it tough to move him around.
trying to claw up the valuable By ‘split high,’ I mean Frank’s
Cleveland quarterback, Otto Gra legs are long enough so whep he
ham by name, in the hope that bends over the ball, his T-quarhe could render Otto hors . de terback can stand-up behind
combat for the title game next him, rather than crouch down,
week. As the Lion — since ban and is thus able to keep his eye
ished to the Canadian leagues— on the defense.
,
J'- i
bounced up he started for Gatski Key Protection Man
who calmly cracked him again.
Once Gatski snaps the ball he’s -i
Frank cracked him a third time the key man in protecting the
for good measure before leaving passer—and Otto Graham cer- i
the field.
tainly got plenty from Frank |
Later Gatski said:
down through the years. It was ,
“Oh, I was buttin’ him to see one reason why Graham was the
if he has any guts. He hasn’t.” best aerialist in the league be
The next week Gatski gave cause he always had plenty of
that lineman a nice pasting time to find his receivers and
around while he and his Browns fire away.
crushed the Lions, 56-10, in the
Graham, now retired^ once
championship game.
said of Gatski:
Plays Game Hard
“You never have to worry
But, that’s the way Gatski about someone jumping ov er
plays the game. He plays* hard Frank or bumping him out] of
and to win. His Marshall col the way to mess up a play.’1:
league in the pro ranks, Nor
Quite a testimony to our Kir.
Mr.
man Willey, defensive end of the Gatski. And, watch the way“he
Philadelphia Eagles, approaches protects Graham’s successor,
it the
_ same way. That’s why George Ratterman against the
these two “buried” Big Green I collegians Friday and you’ll see
alumni have been all-pro selec- | what Otto means.

North-South Grid Clinic

I
J

Features Royer, Devore
(Special to The Advertiser)

CHARLESTON — Pre-game
North-South activities continue
here tonight when 21 beauty
queens representing sponsoring
newspapers of the 22nd annual
gridiron classic will participate
in a style show on the steps of
the state capital.
The third annual NorthSouth Invitational Golf Tourna
ment got things started yester• day at the Berry Hills Country
Club where former state ama, teur champion Ed Tutwiler took
top honors with a 70.
Highlights of tomorrow’s pro
gram is the annual football
coaching clinic at Morris Harvey
College and the “Pigskin Pag
eant” tomorrow night. The lec
turers this year are two of the
middle Atlantic areas’ most dis
tinguished coaches.
They are Herb Royer, head
coach of Marshall College in
Huntington, and Hugh Devore,
who will begin his second year
as chief grid mentor at Dayton
University. Both represent two
schools of thought in football.
Royer is a former star quarter
back of Cam Henderson when
the ‘Old Man’ built his first grid
iron powerhouse at Marshall.
Devore is a former student of
Knute Rockne at Notre Dame.
The clinic, co-sponsored by
the North-South Game, Inc., and
Morris Harvey, will begin at
9:30 A. M. Friday and continue
until 5:10 P. M.
There will be a two and onehalf hour noontime recess in
the clinic for the Charleston
Touchdown Club and Civitan
Club luncheon at the Hotel
Daniel Boone.
Following is the clinic’s lectur-
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picked their co-captains tor
Saturday’s clash.
Tackle Steve Edwards of Sb.
Albans and back Noel Whipkey
of Charleston' were selected to
lead , the Rebels. The North
coaches picked end Don Svet of .
Cowan and back H. K. Smith
of Clarksburg.
The two elevens will clash
at Laidley Field Saturday night
with the kickoff set for
8:15 P. M.
A rules clinic will be Satur
day’s only pre-game event.
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HERB ROYER
Clinic Lecturer
ing schedule:
9:30-10:30 — Forward passing
(Devore). 10:40-11:40 — In
corporating the theory of the
single-wing into the T-formation
(Royer), 11:40-2:00 — Recess
for football luncheon at Daniel
Boone. 2:00-2:30 — Protecting
the punter and covering punts
(Devore). 2:40-3:10 — Practice
organization and use of drills
(Royer). 3:20-3:50 — Draw plays
(Devore). 4:00-4:30 — Defensing i
the split-T (Royer). 4:40-5:10
Offense inside opponent’s ftoyard line (Devore).
|
Meanwhile, the North sjnd
South squads, nearing the end of
their two weeks of practice, have

Ask her ...

Marshall Grad
I
I Gets WVU Post

I

■ '•/£• V ZT"
!

'' ''(Special to' The ''Advertiser)

MORGANTOWN — The appoint
ment of two instructors in com
I merce to the West Virginia Uni
versity staff was announced to
day by the President’s office. The
new faculty members are Carl
Eustice Wade of Costa, Boone
County, and John Douglas of Wads
worth, Ohio.
Holder of a B. S. degree from
Marshall College and a master’s;
from the University, Wade for-,
merly was director of education
, for the West Virginia State Fed-’
eration of Labor. Douglas received
' his A.B. degree from Heidelberg
College and a master’s from Ohio
r state University^
i
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Spotted Bill and Betty Langfitt, who will move soon to Chi
cago, dining with a party of friends at the Guyan Country Club
Sunday night ... In the group were Don and Kitty Baker, Peg
and Phil Rice, Peg and Chester Riley, Hugh and Emmy Lou Kiniy
caid . . . Nice to see Adrienne Arnett back at her duties an
secretary to President Stewart H. Smith of Marshall College . . I
While on her vacation, Adrienne visited friends in Cumberland,
Md. and also took a few other short vacation jaunts ...

i
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Down In Front f
By Ernie Salvatore

Royer Big Hit In
Clinic Speech

I

CHARLESTON, W. Va. •—What I had in mind for today’s
column, first to be penned on a Saturday since I moved into the
sports beat a couple of years ago, was a nice, concise, breezy
bit of banter . . . But, I have had to change my mind ... I have
had to discard the idea of an essay for one which will encompass
a lot more . , , This has got to be a column of notes picked up
here and there since my visit to the state capital for the NorthSouth football doings began yesterday . . . The notebook is
jammed with bits of gossip, items, and sundry other intelligentsia
which need to be recorded ... So, with an eye on the limited
space allowances for Saturday’s (space is always-a problem —
either too much or too little), leave us begin to clear them out
of the way . . <
¥

¥

¥

Music Academy
To Register

1
I

First off, it must be written here that Herb Royer, Marshall’s
football coach, has been a big hit in two speaking appearances !
... At the tenth annual coaching clinic yesterday, held in con- J
{ junction with the North-South game, Herb drew a big ovation i
for the lucid manner in which he lectured . . . The high school
1 coaches attending the sessions at Morris Harvey College had no
; trouble keeping up with Herb and they took plenty of notes on
what he had to say . . . Hugh Devore, Dayton University coach,
and a man with such former connections as Holy Cross, Notre
Dame, New York University, and the Green Bay Packers, was
paled in contrast . . . Hugh
.’was the other lecturer on> the sity . . . Alex, brother of Skip
'clinic agenda . . . Latex* at a who was a brilliant halfback fox’
Touchdown Club luncheon. Herb the Big Green last season,
gave a packed audience of some mad© the switch because he
300 diners in the Hotel Daniel wants to play football in col
Boone, a sparkling sample of lege ... He originally picked
his homespun humor which had Marshall because he wanted to
them in an uproar . . He’s a forego the grid sport in favor of
cagey one, this Royer . k. . Good basketball . . . Alex won’t be
looking, well dressed, and come a cause celebre for chang
■poised, he makes a fine good- ing his mind, at least not in
■\nll ambassador for Marshall Huntington . . . He’s made his
... We’ve needed guys like choice and 7, for one, wish him
Royer fox* a long time ... No all the success in the world . . .
doubt about it that Jules Rivlin Among those attending the
will be the same type of emis- Coaching Clinic were Babe
sary. fox* the old Alma ■Mazza of Ceredo-Kenova and
Mammy ...
Bill Armstrong, one-time Mar
shall tennis star and a former
* * ¥
At the* Touchdown Club lunch . coach at West Junior high school
eon Russ Parsons, coach of in Huntington .*•. . Bill is about
Stonewall Jackson high school to begin his eighth year of high
who serves as director of per school coaching in California . . .
sonnel fox* the North - South Aftei* coaching at Hart and De
game, observed that the classic lano high schools he’s been
is becoming too big ... . Russ shifted to Anaheim, Calif. . . .
feels the overall festivities must has an outstanding record, too
be chopped down some . . . And, ... He asks me to inform you
he’s not alone in those senti that Allen Blankenship, former
ments . . . it’s gotten so that the West Junior star, is now in the
football game itself is almost service . . . Blankenship moved
lost in tii© shuffle of allied to California to play for Bill at
events . . . Don’t be surprised, Delano and scored 1,715 points
then, if some reductions a r e in basketball in three years . . .
made by the time th© 1956 re
newal rolls around . . .
¥

¥

¥

It’s been confirmed that Alex
Hawkins, the South Charleston
football and basketball 'star, has
decided to drop his original in
tention of going to Marshall in
favor of West Virginia Univer-

Registration wilf comment
Monday, for fall and winte
classes at the West Virginia
Academy of Music, 1242-1244 Fift?
Avenue.
Dr. Alvin 0. Langdon, presiden
of the Academy announced the
appointment of new faculty mem
bers. Dr. G. C. Stein, a graduate
of the University of Vienna will
teach piano, organ, and accordion
Prof. Thomas McGlone, a gradu
ate of Marshall College will have
charge of the brass department
Mel Gillespie, of Marshall Col
lege will direct and teach the reed
department.
Dr. Langdon will teach psychol
ogy, musical therapy, harmony
theory, composition, arranging
and advanced brass classes.
Applicants for admission t< the
Academy are requested to e irol
August 15. AH classes will :ommence with other state schoofe or
September 6, Dr. Langdon sard.
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SECTION TWO

COLLEGES THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY
will open their doors next month to the best - dressed
young women in the world—the American coeds.
Most of them will be wearing new clothes, many
of them whole new wardrobes.
And what the American Coed will wear this fall
will be the theme of a style show to be presented by
The Anderson-Newcomb Company Tuesday at 2 P. M.
in the air-conditioned second floor salon of the store.
Modeling the latest in college fashions for
young women will be 18 coeds from the Huntington
area who will attend 11 colleges this fall.
THEY ARE Misses Joanna Amsbary, Trinity
College; Sue Beckwith and Betty Lee Chafin, Univers
ity of Kentucky; Charlotte Browning, Judy Flint, Jo
Ann Kearns, Mary Elizabeth Reeser, Meredith Steiner,
Nancy Wolfe and Joanne Moffett, Marshall College;
Margaret Gerhold, Marietta College; Ann Gwinn,
Wellesley; Jane Hamill, Dennison University; Phyllis
Reed, Baldwin-Wallace; Patty Starkey, Radford; Betsy
Valentine, West Virginia University; Caroline Stillman,
Bryn Mawr; and Ann Logan, Queens College.
Commentator for the show will be Miss Harriet
Casto. Fashions were arranged for by Harry Apple, de
partment manager, and Miss Annabelle Heiner, assis
tant department manager, and Mrs. George Andrick
has been in charge of rehearsals and modeling.
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DATE BAIT DRESSES are these worn by
Misses Joanna Amsbary, Ann Gwinn and
Meredith Steiner. Miss Amsbary’s outfit is a
bold green and black stripe with a stole; Miss
Gwinn wears a dressy transition cotton in a
tunic style; and Miss Steiner models a dress fea
turing a short jacket and white cuffs and col
lar trim.

COATS ON THE CAMPUS THIS FALL will be in a wide range of
lengths and materials. The all purpose weather-proof coat with match
ing hat, worn at the left by Miss Nancy Wolfe, will be a must in most
coed wardrobes. Next to her Miss Judy Flint models the three-piece suit
with full length coat in black wool, another popular style. Simulated fur
in new light tones will be used widely in dressier coats and jackets,
such as the one worn by Miss Betsy Valentine, while for all - round
wear, the loose-fitting tweed coat in full length, worn by Miss Joanne
Moffett, never goes out of style.

I

Text By Mararet W. Neff; Photos
by Maurice Kaplan.
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TYPICAL CLASSROOM COSTUMES are the
skirt and sweater combinations, modeled by
Miss Jane Hamill, left, and Miss Jo Ann Kearns,
right. Miss Hamill’s twin sweaters are a soft
orange and the skirt is a brown tweed flecked
with orange. Miss Kearns wears a matching
soft green wool skirt and sweater.

w

SUITABLE FOR MOST DAYTIME OCCASIONS are these outfits worn
by Misses Ann Logan, Caroline Stillman and Betty Chafin. Miss Logan
wears a tailored suit in medium brown, bound with darker brownMiss Stillman models a dressier one-piece soft brown wool belted at
the natural waistline; and Miss Chafin’s charcoal tweed dress features
a jaunty tasseled tie.
1
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FOR SPORTS, SPECTATOR OR ACTIVE, there
is nothing more popular than Bermuda shorts.
Miss Charlotte Browning, left, wears black
watch plaid shorts, tie and hat, with a white
blouse, and Miss Phyllis Heed, center, wears
shorts of a plaid in Diack and- white, with
matching trim on the knit top. Miss Pat
Starkey, right, wears a green cotton blouse and
wool skirt with a whit0 leather jacket.
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on our air-conditioned second floor
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...you’re. Invited!
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It’s the Fashion Kick-off, girls ! The big Fall classic that sets
you planning your own colorful wardrobe. You’ve seen these
very clothes in the pages of ‘Mademoiselle’—you’ll find them
here at Anderson-Newcomb, your ‘Mademoiselle’ headquarters
in Huntington 1 Come join the fun—sit on our ‘50 yard line’
of Fashion. See the wonderful things you’re going to wear . . •
all the clothes that make assembling your own college re
quirements an exciting, happy adventure.
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SMART fcNTRANCE for a college girl, 1955:
Phyllis Reed, Baldwin Wallace college,
wears the red and camel match-ups of the
Mademoiselle cover page.
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FOUR YEAR COATS, straight and narrow, with long-term planning:
(left to .right), Jane Hamill, Dennison U.; Nancy Wolfe, Marshall col
lege; Patty Starkey, Radford college; Margaret Gerhold, Marietta
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EXTRA CURRICULAR—Nancy Wolfe, Marshall college;

THE ANYWHERE ALL-OCCASION DRESS interests Joanna Amsbary, Trinity

Joanna Amsbary, Trinity college; Jo Ann Kearns, Mar

college; Mary Elizabeth Reeser, Marshall college; Ann Gwinn, Sweet

shall, believe in well-cut sportswear Separates.

Briar college.

college.
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feminine and

flattering:

(left

to

GRACIOUS HOSPITALITY and clothes

town:—Meredith Steiner and

-□urs tea for Charlotte Browning,
right),
Ann Logan
of Queens
college •P° .. ..
•
rain
Logan or
tjueena wi~sr
,
.
Marshall college; Betsy Valentine, West V>r9>ma U„ and Sue Beckwith,

like a suit and dress.

University of Kentucky. -
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MAKE A DATE for doings in

Judy Flint of Marshall college
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THREE DEPENDABLES on campus: Joanne Mof
fett, Marshall college;
Betty Lee Chafin,
University of Kentucky, Caroline Stillman,
Bryn Mawr, find sweaters, jackets, skirts, a
‘"girl's best friend.”
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Charleston Gazette Photo

Jim. Maddox, Barboursville’s heady field general of 1954, w a s a busy m a n at
Laidley Field Saturday night where he helped to quarterback the South to a
smashing 40-2 triumph over the North. When he wasn’t throwing passes, Jim
was carrying the mall, like in this picture. It looks like the whole North team
is trying to bring him down. See story below. •

'Had Material And Best Backs,'
South Coach Le Rose Observes •
smallest since 1952. saw Alex sixth and final touchdown. Norm
Hawkins of South Charleston and Southern of Beckley completed one
23 yards.
ThenQfpeters
Pete Peters of St. Albans run the to SteeletoforJim
Maddox
Ba>
North dizzy. The downstaters piled!]hoursville for 26 more yards, which
up the biggest score' and the took the South to the nine.
wijest margin since the schoolboy From there, Maddox passed to
Charleston,
Tony Tallarico of Man for the
series began.
A Laidley Field crowed of 14,231, “They simply outclassed us,’ ■touchdown.
By The Associated Press

It' simply wasn’t the North’s
year. The talent-packed South
squad had things all its way Satas it _put the North
ur< ty. night
_
to I rout, 40-2, in the 22nd annual
No|th-South Football Game at

said North Coach' Jack Moore, un
til recently the coach at Clarks
burg Victory High. '====,

Had Material,,
"We had the material and the
* best backs,” observed South Coach
Sammy LeRose of St. Albans.
The South rammed over a touch
down in each of the first three
periods, then demoralized the
North with three more touchdowns
and a safety in the fourth quarter.
i After inflicting a safety in the
first 15 seconds of play for its
; only score, the North never got
' inside the South’s 15-yard line.
I Showers before the game left
’the grass slippery, although the
i turf was not muddy. Three times
(the North lost the ball on fumbles '
I just when it appeared a threat <
might be developing.
Sirianni Stars
J
What headway the North maije ‘
on the ground was chiefly the:
doing of Sonny Sirianni of Clarks- j
burg Roosevelt-Wilson who may '
go to Marshall College. He ran •
for 68 of the 90 yards the North •
gained on the ground. The South’s ‘
rushing yardage was 185.
i
The South traveled 173 yards on
10 pass completions. The North •
gained 30 yards through the air, '
completing only two passes.
It was the South’s 14th victory
in the series between picked teams
of the Previous season’s high
school senior stars. The North has
won five times, including a 26-18
upset last year, and three..games
1/p.ve Deen
vies.
✓v
_; J '
:have
been ties.
X
T
_Passj /V-j-fe
((Completes
/ /"
J After spotting thek. North *a -2-0
Ipad, the South moved into’ posi
tion for a first period score when
Peters completed a pass to Ron
Steele of South Charleston for a
gain of 41 yards. Hawkins ran 22
yards on the touchdown play.
i Late in the period, a 78 - yard
South drive stalled on the five and
the North took over. But the South
quickly regained possession on
the two when a pitchout by the
North’s Dick Lewis of Martinsburg
went astray. Hawkins smashed
over from there for a touchdown
on the first play of the second
period.
|
, The South rolled 43 yards in
three plays for its third period
score, peters darted through a gap
in the right side of the North line
and went 26 yards for the touch
down.
Kershner Fumbles
The North’s .Ted Kershner of.
Martinsburg fumbled on his 12
early in the fourth quarter and
scampered into the end zone after
the ball. Steve Edwards of St. Al
bans smeared him there for a
safety.
****■■.. —*
Two fourth quarter touchdowns
came after the North twice lost
possession well inside its own ter
ritory. Noel Whipkey of Charleston
scored from the 10 and Paul Hess
of Barboursville slammed across
the goal from the two.
A pair of passes swiftly carried
I the South into position for^its
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Photo Courtesy Charleston Gazette

Advertiser — pretty
Bette Sue Guthrie — takes
UJ part in the half-time ac

Jim Maddox, Barboursville’s
Laidley Field Saturday nigl
smashing 40-2 triumph over
was carrying the mail, like
is trying t

tivities at the 22nd annual
North-South football game
Saturday night at Charles
ton. Patricia Buffington of
Point Pleasant was
crowned South queen. (See
story on Page 13).

'Had Mater!
South Coach

Charleston Gazette Photo

7 a s a busy m a n at
[back the South to a
I throwing passes, Jim
the whole North team
ielow. •

Backs/
serves■

By The Associated Press
smallest since 1952. saw Alex sixth and final touchdown. Norm
It simply wasn’t the North’s Hawkins of South Charleston and Southern of Beckley completed one
year. The talent-packed South Pete Peters of st. Albans run the* SV V
Then peters
squad
all its way
Sat— .had
— things
---- o_------.......
| tossed to Jim Maddox of Barur< y night as it put the North North dizzy. The downstaters Dlled’boursville for 26 more yards, which
to ’out, 40-2, in the 22nd annual up the biggest score and the,{-00j.
South to the nine,
Nolth-South Football Game at widest margin since the schoolboy From there, Maddox passed to
Ch irleston.
Tony Tallarico of Man for the
series began.
Laidley Field crowd of 14.231’, “They simply outclassed us,’ touchdown.

said North Coach'jack Moore, un
til recently the coach at Clarks
burg Victory High. '======.

Had material,,....
“We had the material and the
' best backs,” observed South Coach
Sammy LeRose of St. Albans.
The South rammed over a touch. down in each of the first three
periods, then demoralized the
North with three more touchdowns
and a safety in the fourth quarter,
j After inflicting a safety in the
first 15 seconds of play for its
'only, score, the North never got
'inside the South’s 15-yard line.
| Slaowers before the game left
the grass slippery, although the
I turf was not muddy. Three times
the North lost the ball on fumbles ‘
just when it appeared a threat <
A
might be developing.
Sirianni Stars
]
What headway the North ma<Je ‘
on the ground was chiefly the;
doing of Sonny Sirianni of Clarks- ,
burg Roosevelt-Wilson who may ’
go to Marshall College. He ran •
for 68 of the 90 yards the North •
gained on the ground. The South’s 1
rushing yardage was 185.
The South traveled 173 yards on •’
10 pass completions. The North:
gained 30 yards through the air, •
completing only two Dasses.
It was the South’s 14th victory
in the series between picked teams
of the previous season’s high
school senior stars. The North has
won five times, including a 26-18
upset last year, and thrbe..games
have been ties.
x//- •
’■
Completes Pass
/ \Z’
J After spotting theV. North *a-2-0
Jpad, the South moved into'posi
tion for a first period score when
Peters completed a pass to Ron
Steele of South Charleston for a
gain of 41 yards. Hawkins ran 22
yards on the touchdown play.
■ Late in the period, a 78 - yard
South drive stalled on the five and
the North took over. But the south
quickly regained possession on
the two when a pitchout by the
North’s Dick Lewis of Martinsburg
went astray. Hawkins smashed!
over from there for a touchdown
on the first play of the second;
period.
|
. The South rolled 43 yards in
three plays for its third period
score, peters darted through a gap;
in the right side of the North line
and went 26 yards for the touch
down.
Kershner Fumbles
The North’s .Ted Kershner of
Martinsburg fumbled on his 12
early in the founh quarter and
scampered into the end zone after
the ball. Steve Edwards of St. Al
bans smeared him there for a
safety.
Two fourth quarter touchdowns
came after the North twice lost
possession well inside its own ter-’
ritory. Noel Whipkey of Charleston
scored from the 10 and Paul Hess
of Barboursville slammed across
the goal from the two.
A pair of passes swiftly carried
the South into position for aits

oibi*

A.<Ivisci*s^

LEFT,

above—Betty

Lee

Chafin, University of

help plan and coordinate

Kentucky.

yoiir own campus wardrobe

Marshall

BELOW—Nancy Wolfe,

college

For the next 10 days, our
college advisers are
our

here to help you get the most from your fashion
dollars . . . are your guide to “honor credits” for
campus chic 1 You’ll find them on our second floor

, ♦ . they’ll assist you in other departments also
when you desire it.

b

Mfowf Town[
I------------------

Hardin Colfax ————

Pert and pretty Emma Rogers has returned from West Point
where she was a guest at a summer dance ... Emma, who is
working at the Board of Education offices now, is a Marshall Col
lege student . . . Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. R. I. Rogers of
South Charleston . . .
..
(

' 0.

’ sor and Mrs. Clayton R, Pagte
z;‘ have returned to their homd,
1833 Wiltshire Boulevard, frojp
a vacation in New York City.
there, Professor and Mrs.
* While
Page met several directors, vis
ited several Summer theatres
atid met a number of theatre
personalities. During their stay
in New York, Professor Page,
an associate professor of speech
College, has been
arranging a Christmas Theatre Z
TourMr. and Mrs. E. S. Reeser',
1114 Tenth Avenue, have re
turned home after spending the
past week visiting Mrs. Reeser’s
brother and sister-in-law, Mr.
and Mrs. Frank Lawson of Royal
Oak, Mich.
Major and Mrs. Purdy Phil
lips of 926 Twelfth Street have
returned home from Aberdeen,
Md., where Major Phillips has
been spending the past several
weeks in Summer camp at the
Aberdeen Proving Grounds.
Mrs, Phillips joined him there
for a 10-day vacation before re
turning to Huntington. Major .
Phillips is an assistant profe;jsoroFnfhitary science and tac
tics at Marshall College.
jA

i

I
»
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Royer Says His Marshall College
Gridders 'Better Than Last Year
----------------

.

•

a

a
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-------

■ ■
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By FRED BURNS
Herald-Dispatch Sports Editor

Edge up to most any group
standing on the curbstone these
days and you’ll hear someone
ask, “what’s Marshall going to
ihave
----- ’ this year?
--” We
a were not
sure just how that question
should be answered so
.. we cor__
nered Herb Royer, the Big
Green coach, and asked him.
“Oh, we’ll be better,” was
<
V- ' '
the answer.
Herb was quick to point out
i'
this his Big Green was not
•‘loaded” and to have a better
season than they had last year
they would not have to go very
far. “We won four and lost five
last year and two of those
losses were by one point. Those
one-pointers can be won as
C •
easily as they are lost and if
we could have won them last
year then we would have been
C •
COACH HERB ROYER
pretty good with a 6-3 season,”
i
Royer said.
Expects Good Season
He wouldn’t say how many
Continued:
who
played two seasons at Mar
wins or losses he expected his
Big Green to have in the 1955 shall and is returning for his
season but you got a positive Oone more season of eligibility.
impression that he expected to
Royer is going to be hardest
have a few more “horses” than hit at the ends. Gene Blake and
broken leg in the Spring prac
he had last year and that the Bill Ray, last year’s regulars,
tice game but has fully recov
quality would be better.
both will be lost because of
ered and good as new.
From a varsity squad of 30 scholastic ineligibility. Henry
Of course there is always the ;
last year, Royer will lose seven “S k i p” Hawkins finished his
possibility that some sub from
and have 23 returning. He’ll work on a degree during Sum
have 17 sophomores coming
J up mer school and Garland Barn
last year or even one of the
from the 1954 freshman team hart, Henry Hinte and Albie
sophomores winning a regular
and he’ll have two others which Maier, graduated last Spring.
berth and if they do they’ll have
will make a squad of 42.
to win over Harris and D'Alesio
And Max Kincaid has decided
The two extras are halfback to quit football.
at tackles, .McCollins at left
Len
Hellyer,
back
from
two
guard, Snow at center, Freeman
The remaining 23 varsity
years in the service who has players who will be back are
at left half and at the fullback
two more years of eligibility Don Adkins, Dicl^ Athey, Jim
spot they’ll have to be better
• left, and George Thompson, an Barton, Dick Bryan, Joe Clay,
than three veterans, Six, Temp
_ end and former star at East Bob Crews, Ted D’Alcsio, Fred
lin and Crews.
Dick Bryan, who played at
end last year was switched over
to center during the Spring
drills, Loudermilk a guard has
been moved to tackle, Scott a
center has been moved out to
tackle and Templin will operate
at full and also quarter.
The 42 players on the 1955.
squad will report to the equip
ment manager on August 30
when complete new game u n iforms will be issued. On Aug
ust 31 they’ll report in the morn
ing for physical examinations
and that afternon they’ll, watch
the birdies while the annual pic
ture taking is accomplished.
Practice sessions will open on
September 1 and there will be
two a day through Sept. 14.

R
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Royer

-----------j
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—
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Freeman, Bill Harris, Bob
Loudermilk, Bob McCollins, Stan
Maiecki, Campbell Platt, Mitch
Sadd, Randy Scott, Dyke Six,
Jerry Snow, Don - St. Clair,
Charles Tanner, George Temp
lin, John Wells, Irvin Wilson
and Bill Zban.
Coming up from the freshman |
term will be Jim Vaughn, an
end and fullback from Ironton, ,
Jim Hill, and end from Man,
W. Va., Cecil Rutoneski, an end
from Fairview, W. Va., Donzil
Hall, an end from Spencer, Jim
Conard, a 215 pound tackle from
Huntington high, George Nesbit,
a tackle from Logan, Herb Hess, ,
a guard from Lumberport, West ■
Va.; Phil Fisher, a guard from
Beckley; Jim Simpson, a guard
from Mullens; Paul Burford, a
guard from Clendenin; Cagle'
Curtis, a halfback from Hun
tington East; Jim Demus, a
halfback from Monongah; Don
Robinson, a halfback from '
Ceredo-Kenova; Jack Bryan, a
quarterback from Chester; Gene
Foster, quarterback from Ash
land; Bob Williams, a guard
from Elizabeth, W. Va.; and
Raymon Dunlap, a halfback
who went to Huntington East ;
but did not play football, he’s
back out of service now where
he did star in football.
Royer’s immediate Job is to
fill the vacancies at both ends,
Maier’s right guard, Hawkins’
right half and the quarterback
post where Hinte performed.
At thequarterback spot it ’
will more than likely be Bill :
Zban who was a star performer
there last year. He suffered a
(Please Turn Tn
35)
j

r

I
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Kappa Oska Pi
Banquet 8s Set
Next Tuesday
: The Marshall College chapter
of Kappa Delta Pi, honorary
education society, will hold its
annual summer banquet and inic ’ tiation next Tuesday in the Geor
gian Terrace of the Hotel FredDerick. whe initiation will be at 6
P. M. ’ and the banquet at
6:30 P. M.
The speaker will be Miss Wini
fred H. Newman of Charleston,
assistant superintendent of Kana
wha county schools. Miss New
man, . a Marshall graduate, was
given the honorary degree of
, ’ Doctor of Pedagogy by the col
lege at its spring commencement last May. She is immediate
past president of Pilot Interna^
tional, classified service club for
women.
Reservations for the dinner
may be made with Miss Ethelene
Holley at the Teachers College
office at Marshall. All reser va«
tions must be in by Monday.
Students to be initiated include
two undergraduates and four,
graduates. The undergraduates
I are Elaine Young Frazier of
c Frazier’s Bottom, W. Va. and
Opal Ann Kitchen of Davy,
. ■ W. Va. The graduate students are
Freda Pinkerman Hall, Chesa
peake, O.; Nancy Johnson Thorne,
Beckley, W. Va.; Virginia Crickenberger Wilson, Nitro, W. Va,
and Virginia Garwood, Bluefield,
Va.
Mrs. Juanita Clarkson will be
in charge of the initiation team.
Ernest Ray White, president of
the Marshall chapter, will pre
side. ________ <F===^~~"a

c

)

Official To Discuss
Retarded Child Study

t

Miss Amy A. Allen, director of ceptance, provided there are no
Blow learning for the state of legal entanglements involved, of
Ohio, will speak at a public meet, a gift of $6,000 to be raised in
coming weeks for the purpose of
ing next Tuesday at 7:30 P. M. financing employment of a trained
at the offices of the Cabell County psychologist who would take
charge of screening of pupils.
Board of Education.
The board decided last night to Clubs Sponsor Work
sponsor the meeting after Olin C. Huntington clubs affiliated witt
Nutter, superintendent of schools, the West Virginia Federation o!
reported that Miss Allen had ex Women’s Clubs will sponsor th<
pressed willingness to meet with project of initiating the progran
interested parents and board mem and Will become entrants in i
bers to discuss problems of the “Community Achievement Con
test” sponsored by the Genera
slow learning child.
Federation of Women’s Clubs iJ
Plan Program For Retarded
cooperation with Sears, Roebuc’
Miss Allen is currently conduct Foundation, should the project, i
ing a workshop- at
. Marshall
- - ------ Col--- and when it goes into effect,’b(
lege on the subject of teaching judged best in the nation withii
the slow learner.
its class, the sponsors would re
learner
ceivec* a prize vx
of o»/,vuv.
$5,000. The
. The
'
-problem of the slow
.. .-------------- vmv
AUG monej
discussed would be reinvested in th<le^samf
here earlier’ at a meeting at which project.
Dr. Madeleine Feij of the Mar- Representatives of the sponsor
shall College psychology depart- ing organizations appeared |befor«
ment spoke.
the school board last night.
The Board of Education at a Mrs. Robert Necessary, chair
meeting last night also took action man of the committee on excep
which is expected to lead even tional and handicapped childrer
tually to establishment of a pro for the West Virginia Congress o;
gram here for mentally retarded Parents and Teachers, spoke foi
children. The board approved ac- her committee at the meeting.

____
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ABC to Aid
Marshall In
Ticket Sales . .
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Down In Front £
By Ei’nie Salvatore
«•

\

f

‘Wild Man? Willey
Becomes A Daddy

Sporting Briefs From The Notebook . . . Norman Willey, the
former Marshall College football and basketball star who’s now an
all-Pro defensive end with the Philadelphia Eagles, became a
daddy for the first time last month ... It was a girl and her name
is Kim . . . Norman’s wife is the former Jackie Salberg, also a
Marshall graduate . . . When the announcement was made here
that Willey and his Eagles would play the Green Bay Packers in
an exhibition game at Charleston Saturday night, September 3,
who do you think were included on the first mail order sent in to
the game’s promoters from Huntington? . . . For the record, they
were Mr. and Mrs. Don Hinchman, Boot Elkins, Bill Meadows,
Kenny Payne, Jack Pearman, Jackie Hunt and Judge Bill
Beckett. . . . ■
¥

¥

¥

While on the subject of Willey, here’s what the 1955 Phila
delphia Eagles brochure has to say about him: “Wild Man Willey
;.. a name to remember in the National Football League ... one of
the most talented players in pro football .. . able to play almost
any position on the team ... rated the No. 1 defensive end in 1954
and selected on the All-Pro team ... also named to All-Pro Bowl
game in Los Angeles where he scored a touchdown on recovered
fumble for the East team . . . played offensive end in 1954 dur- /
lug Bobby Walston’s recuperation ... in college sparkled as full
back and* end and won national
reknown as a basketball player high star . .'. Two former West
(come again?) ... his wit an Virginia University gridiron
agile mind keep team relaxed standouts — en'd Paul Bischoff
and entertained on road trips and halfback Dick Nicholson —
» . . on field he’s a wild man are bidding for jobs in the
who likes nothing better than to Canadian Football League ...
smack down an enemy passer Bischoff is with the Hamilton
. . . married to college sweet Tiger-Cats . . . Nicholson is
heart ...” By the by, the with the Montreal Alouettes . . .
* ★ ★
suggestion made here that Wil
Head coach Herb Royer got the
ley be given a homecoming is sad news the other day that Hal
taking hold in the state capital Samuels, a possible No. 2
quarterback for him this year,
★ * *
has gone into the service . . .
State sporting circles are boil Hal, an Oak Hill boy, starred
ing over the $450 a year reduc with the Little Green eleven last
tion in pay which Jerome Van year as a freshman . . . The
Meter faces in Beckley . . . Little Green this year will play
The reduction automatically Miami of Ohio, Xavier of Cincin
occurred when Van dropped nati, Ohio U., and Greenbrier
football this year and decided Military Academy . . . Rumors
to concentrate on basketball say Sonny Sirriani,- the best
. . . This is the thanks he gets player on the North team
for bringing three state foot against the South, wants tjo
ball and four consecutive state attend either the University of
basketball championships to Cincinnati or Marshall . . .
that city . . . It’s like givbig Dayton coach, Hugh Devore, a
Casey Stengel a pay cut after great fellow, was most im
he wins five straight pennants pressed by Barboursville Jim
and World Series . . . Buck Maddox’s play against the North
Conard, former all-state guard . . . Jimmy carried the ball
with Huntington high in 1946, five times for 28 years and a
has accepted a coaching job at 4.3 average ... He completed
Lake Worth, Fla., high school six out of nine passes for 92
... And, the exodus of coaches yards, a 10.2 average and one
from the Mountain State to the touchdown ... He also caught
land of orange blossoms contin one pass and recovered a fum
ues ... On the roster of this ble . . .I’d say Maddox and
year’s Clemson College is Jack Sirriani were the two best
J
jSfeifrorefeher, ex - Barboursville players in the gameTTT’’

// 7
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The American Business Club of
Huntington today placed on sale
1,000 season tickets for this sea
son’s five Marshall College home
football games at Fairfield Sta
dium.
ABC agreed to assist the Mar
shall athletic office in the sale of
the season tickets at a meeting
earlier this week. The entire club
membership has volunteered for
the drive in an effort to assure
the Big Green of a financially
successful season.
Here’s how you can get your
' tickets:
1. By contacting any ABC mem i
ber.
t
j 2. By telephoning 37152.
| 3. By writing in care of P. O. tI
' Box 1343, Huntington.
c
t 4. By purchase at the following _
; downtown locales: Elks Club,
J Humphreys* Southside Pharmacy,
Tradewell Market. Walgreen’s
I Drug Store, Beck’s Paint store,
» The Powder Puff, and Robert A
Kopp men’s store.
The 1,000 tickets are for the
choicest seats at the stadium and
are located between the 35 yard
lines on the west .side, They sell
for ten dollars.
/? September 17 has been set as
z 1
deadline for purchase.
’
r theFollowing
is Marshall’s h o' m e
1
_ schedule:
• Saturday, September 24: Ohio
University (night); Saturday, Oc
tober 15, Miami of Ohio (night);
J Saturday, October 29. Bowling
Green (Homecoming-Day); Sat
urday, November 5, Youngstown
■ College (night); Saturday, Noi vember 19, Xavier University
’ (day).

)
/
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Specialist Third Class William
L. Gill, son of Mr. and Mrs. W. O’. ’
Gill, Salt Rock, W. Va., recently
was awarded the Good Conduct
Medal in the Canal Zone while ;
serving with the 23rd Division.
Gill, an ammunition clerk in. the.
Provisional Battalion’s Service
• Company of ‘the division's 33rd
Infantry Regiment, received the
decoration for his exemplary be
havior. efficiency and fidelity. He
entered the Army in December
1953, completed basic training at
Fort Knox. Ky., and arrived in
the Canal Zone in June 1954. Gill
attended Marshall J’nllpgp
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What Goes On Here

Psychiatrist Dr. R. D. Craig
Stops In For A Short Visit
By JAMES R. HAWORTH
States. There should be more.” i go at that. „
When Dr. R. D. Craig came intoi
A psychiatrist’s life must be an
The Advertiser building a couple Dr. Craig was here to visit his I interesting one. It must be a fine
of days ago, we didn’t recognize parents, Mr. and Mrs. W. H. Craig thing to know why people are like
him at first. He hadn’t been of 2210 Ninth avenue.
they are.
“I come down every year to see
around since
them,” he explained. “The years FIFTY YEARS AGO
the early 1930s.
keep going by and they are each] ' Jack Bingham, the C. & O. de
He wasn’t a
80 years old.”
doctor then.' As
tective, told The Advertiser on Au
. we
remember
He
accompanied
by!an
o__ __
gust was
18, 1905,
that he hadhere
found
him, he was a
*•
— and
—
. ..wd
his— wife
their three
children, I honest man. X.U
He said SAX.
he had . .hired
jolly lad. who
Marie, Sh-erryl and Craig Vaughan ;a horse for 50 cenk from R< c.
played some
Craig. They all left for New York I Lambert of White’s Creek, Wayne
football at Hun
yesterday morning.
county, and gave Mr. Lambert a
tington
high
.310 bill by mistake for a one. Mr.
school and MarHe keeps busy at his profession J Lambert didn’t notice the mistake,
shall college
in New York, with a considerable | and gave Jack 50 cents in change.
with lots of zest
Haworth
I volume of police and court work; Jack said he had a letter from
And gusto and was a hard man to to attend to .^besides his ^private [Mr. Lambert sending the S9 due.
get past at end. He was smaller | practice and his duties on the fac-j
than
he —
is now, too.
•— —
_ ulty at Columbia, where he has Dan Hill, the well-known hack
man, was summoned into police
Now he is a Doctor of Medicine ’tween, for two years,
•
and
and aa certified psychiatrist withl He was asked for a sample of court on a charge of having moved
small stable from near Four
important practice in New York]
professional activity.
Pole vreex
Creek w
to kvuiui
Seventh sucei,
street'and;
City and a lectureship at Columbia
x-uic
u.hu;
. the
.. College
-----------University in
of Phys-i , An edd case was that of a man seventh avenue without a eitv perJ
cians and Surgeons. His home] who made anonymous telephone* mit. The case had not been set
calls to a home,” he said. “The
i
is at Greenwich Conn.
| calls predicted all sorts of disaster, for hearing.
Dr. Craig was graduated from to the family. The police called me' Deputy Sheriff Robert Murphy
of I-gm county was shot and
the high school in 1927 and then) in to help.
killed when he was fired on from
studied engineering for two years]
he was
a
.... dis-i
.... "mbush while he was riding a!
at Marshall. With that behind him, “After ai long search,
jrug ■ store]railroad
sforgjrailroad velocipede on the Island'
Jits
w medicine
_____ -—
- . covered leaving a drug
he owxvvuvw
switched to
and -went
line three miles from Logan, j
to Wayne University
in Detroit, where
he —had completed
altele-|Croek
ClOAUy
XU
—
I
■V/nexu
—
~
in-----1937 Phone call
had ”been
■where ne
he was ograduated
I * -----------............................
" that -.........promptly
... IPtly
with his medical degree. He served traced. Examination disclosed that
his internship in a mental hospital he was just a practical joker at
in Detroit, where he became in heart — the kind of fellow who
terested in psychology and psychi- likes to play pranks on people,
atry, was assistant resident psy- His pranks, however, often took a
chologist at the University of Mich- serious turn. It was an interesting
. the
.. following case throughout. The courts finally
igan in 1938, and. in
arranged for .appropriate treatyear received his certificate as a want
psychiatrist from the American(ment in
in an Inc+ifiif.irxn
institution. ”
i
Dr.
Craig
said he thinks T
Hun-|]
Psychiatric Association.
tington is fortunate in having sev-]
Questioned on the point, Dr. eral registered psychiatrists.
|
Craig agreed that it would be a
step ahead if universities would We were going to ask Dr. Craig],
grant degrees in psychiatry.
what is the matter with people/
“Psychiatrists learn their profes- who stand on ledges of high build-|
sions in the hospitals," he said. in?rfor’hours'Vnd'‘tta-e°aten“tol
"There are only about 6,000 regis-hump
feUt
got away before <
itered psychiatrists in the United]I we could really get into the sub
ject. There have been a number
of such cases in the newspapers
lately, and one happened in Hun
tington some 15 or 20 years ago.
A doctor explained that the sub
ject was a rather involved one I
and that the causes for such be-; €
havior were “variable”.
let Jt 1:
*-*-

1

_*_

_______ -

i
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Pole Creek to Seventh street and
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is at Greenwich Conn.
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WILLIAM SWING AND WAYNE CRAIG

*

Delegates To Episcopal Convention
STAFF PHOTO

•■

/'<•

TwcrFrom St. Peter's

To Attend Convention
William Swing and Wayne Craig, Each delegate may elect on®
both communicants of St. Peter's |study course
those to b#
Episcopal Church here, will rep-’ given are “Toward A Responsible
resent West Virginia college stu ISociety” taught by the Rev. M. M.
dents at the Convention of Epis
copal Young Churchmen to be Weston, from the Divison of Chrisheld at Carleton College, North tian Education of the Episcopal
- , -------August 24-31. Swing
Church; “The Church In A Revofield,-- Minn.,
a sophomore at Kenyon Col- lutionary World”, taught by Den
iis
______
lege, Gambier, O.; and Craig is a nis Baly, teacher and missionary
of the church of England; and
Marshall College sophomore.
_____
State delegations,to
the triennial “Love and Marriage”, taught by
study conference iinclude
_ __1 two col- The Very Rev. John Cobwin, dean
lege students, two high school of-Trinty Cathedral, Newark, N. J.
students, and one working lay Bill Swing is the son of Mrs.
leader under 21, The West Vir- William L. Swing, 2313 WashingAvenue,
and -Wayne
is
ginia group will be accompanied ton
'
‘
------ Craig u_
by the Rev. Frank Rowley of the son of Mr. and Mrs. John R.
Craig, 907 Adams Avenue.
Bluefield.
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Getting an early start in the kindergarten activities
at the Fifth Avenue Baptist Church are Gregory Sliger
and Nancy Goode. The kindergarten will open Sep
tember 6 at the church and operate on the same sched; f
ule as Cabell county schools,
. 4/**./

Fifth Avenue Baptist
To Open Kindergarten

(

By DON ROBERTS
Pre * school educational fa
cilities in Huntington will be in
creased this fall with the open
ing of a kindergarten for chil
dren five years old at the Fifth
Avenue Baptist Church.
Eber Bowles, educational di
rector for • the church, an
nounced September 6 as the
opening day. Parents may register children by calling the
church or contacting Mr.
Bowles immediately.
Kindergarten hours will be 9
A. M. to noon each week day.
The kindergarten will meet on
the same schedule as Cabell
county school^ and observe the
same holidays.
~ *
The kindergarten is open to
any child who will enter school
the following year. The pro
gram will include activities to

foster grade school readiness,
social readiness and personal
enrichment of the child’s age|
level.
1
Transportation arrangementsf
will be made for those need
ing it.
Tuition ’will be S12 for the
school year. Arrangements are
being completed for a group insurance plan to cover the chil
dren.
Directing the activities will
be Miss Patricia Fortner, a 1953
graduate of Marshall .College.
Mr. Bowles in commenting on
the project, said, “The church
has realized for some time the
need for more kindergarten fa
cilities in this area. In sponsor
ing the program we are trying
to offer, a broader area of com- ,
munity service.”
««==*

*
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Club Names ’55 Debutantes
The Debutante Club of Huntington composed
of a large group of young socialites who have madei
their debuts here since 1946 under the sponsorship
of Mrs. C. Lloyd Ritter, Sr„ has announced the
group of debutantes to be presented this season.
Fourteen members of prominent Huntington
families will compose the group to make their bow
at the Debutante Ball, December 28 at the Hotel
Prichard. Brownie Benson and his orchestra will*
Play.
They are Miss Sydney Carol Boyd, Miss Nancy
Southwick Grubb, Miss Eleanor Jane Hamill, Miss
Ada Kay Humphrey, Miss Mary Maury Dunn, Miss
Hilda Berridge Long, Miss Annette Allen Nutter,
Miss Shelley Burke Rich, Miss Nancy Hall.Samworth, Miss Daphne Dannenberg Sheets, Miss Ca-'

Hostesses
[Must
Clear
|
g Party Dates
|

Schedule
Announced
II
I For Debutante Parties

■
watts, ■
therine Hale Van Zant, Miss Julia Christian
Miss Margaret Ann
Miss Mary Martha Baker and -----Parties honoring the 14 debu- Humphrey
Berridge Mr. and Mrs. Robert Flint will
Humphrey and
and Miss
Miss Berridge
Hostesses
the -la116 Ueoutante Bau
Begin at » x .
I for
14Th* I tantes to be presented to Hun- Long.
give a luncheon December 22 at
Long.
i n
™ x
the Guyan Country Club compliThe Debutante Ball will begin at 9 P.
»-— To r.;™
„iin„ Miss
^1** JaneHamill.
Give gunner
Supper
menting
Hamill.
------- debs will be presented individually at 9:30 - g tantes are requested to clear - tington society December 28 at Longs
J their dates with Miss Cath- 8 the Debutante Ball will begin
P.' M. each escorted from the stage by her father.
September 4, Mr. and Mrs. Tea Dance Planned
f
BUss ^slow, Adver-I this month.
Walker
Hill,
yv airs.vi Long of
v* Honeysuckle
—
—
Later they will receive their guests with their
A tea dance will. be given by
---------------^
UUtts
plans
begln
the
deb
parties
Will
honor
their
niece
Miss
Ber-- Mr. and Mrs. Karl G. Watts and
g
Society
Editor,
telephone
|
mothers and Mrs. Ritter who will be in the receiv
JA-5-515Lwho was named for & at
earlier date, rather than ridge Long, and four other debs.
debs,
| *-A-F515LwhG was
g crowding all the parties into a Miss Hale Vfln
'^dt. Miss
ing line. Dancing will be enjoyed after the reception
Van 7Zandt,
Miss Judy
Judy Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grubb DeI
this
position
by
the
Debu-1
until 1 A. M.
Watts, Miss Nancy Grubb and cember 22. honoring their daugh
two or three weeks period at Miss Shelley Rich with a buffet ters, Miss Julia Watts and Miss
Invitations "will be issued to a limited number . | tante Club and Mrs. C. Lloyd |
Christmas time, preceding and supper at the Guyan Country Nancy Grubb.
|
of guests which will include socialites from Hunting| Ritter,
Ritter, sponsor
sponsor and
and director
director |
Mr. and Mrs. Charles A.-Hamfollowing the Deb ball, were de Club.
|
of
the
club.
g
ton and the vicinity.
Other parties which have been "• ill will honor their daughter.
g James A. Gwinn will be 9 cided upon this year when the
Miss Eleanor Jane Hamill-with a
.
The officers of the Debutante Club for 1955 and
gi'the official announcer at the j members of the club met to arranged include a luncheon to dance at the Hotel Prichard, De
be
given
by
t
Mrs.
Tom
Taylor
756 are Miss Ann Gwinn, president; Miss Joanna
Debutante Ball and Joe 9 select their group of girls for the
Baker of 421 Twelfth avenue, De- cember 23.
g Barta, official photographer, j season’s presentation.
Amsbary, vice president; Miss Patricia Davies,
December ‘ 27, Mrs. Lucille
tlIn previous years with all the5 cember 20, honoring her daugh Downey and Mrs. J. R. Bloss
secretary and Miss Kay Campbell, treasurer.
w parties being crowded into each ter Miss ‘ Mary Martha Baker.’ will entertain with a tea compliA.luncheon will be given by’
day just prior to Christmas and
. ’ menting Miss Kay Humphrey and
uiiwi the
vuv ***
— of
— the
— year
.
until
first
the Miss Margot Long December 21 Miss Jane Hamill.
situation created was hectic for honoring her cousin Miss BerA tea dance honoring Miss
the debs, their families and their rijge
Daphne
Sheets will be given by
hostesses. It
less
Edward H. Long
hostesses.
It was
was more
more or
or less
-- and*Mrs.
her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Mary Maury Dunn
v
—
—
—
,
will
introduce
their
daughter.
an
ordeal
for
all
concerned.
Daphne Sheets
Nancy Samworth .
J. Calvin Sheets of Holderby
z.
big party Miss Berridge Lorfg at a dance to
This year
year
a really
i anticipated
Miss Dunn is the daughter Of
is being
and he given at the Hotel Prichard Road, December 30.
Miss Sheets is the daughter of
Miss Samworth is the daugh
season i
Mr.
Mrs. A. J.
21. Following the
IL and’
' Sheets win
Mr. and Mrs. M. Irvine Dunn,
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Mr. and Mrs. J. Calvin Sheets. planned by the debs parents and December
a
dance
at
the
Hotel Fred
dance Mr.- -----and Mrs. Macon Jones
give
519 Thirteenth avenue. Her faHall Samworth, 11 Willow Glen. 1700 Holderby road. She is a friends. •
ther is assistant
will honor Miss Long at a break erick December 31, honoring
; vice president Her father is president of the graduate of Huntington high
their granddaughter Miss BerBoyd, Logan Party
fast at the hotel.
of the Chesapeake & Ohio Rail Ohio Valley Bus Co.
school and she was honorarian
Judy
Flint,
daughter
of
Long. ___
Miss v—. ridge
________
way Co.
August' 26 the round of
of her
In June she was ■ graduated
wwm vx
*•*»* class.
——■■~ ~She will enteri WilWil- Deb
a
-with a f
parties will begin with
She will attend Hollins College
from Stuart Hall, Staunton, Va., liana and Mary Co ege
luncheon to be given by Mrs.
in Virginia for the second year and she will attend Sweet
liamsburg, Va., this fall.
Russell Boyd and Mrs. Nester
this fall where she is majoring Brier College in Virginia the
She participated in many Logan at the Guyan Country Club
v . onHvitips
in political science and taking coming school year. She is par.a member of honoring their daughters, Miss
a,
Sydney Boyd and Miss Ann
an active interest in dramatics. ticularly interested in the study sc^°9^
T li ssociety,
of foreign languages. At Styiart the Torch
—-- selected for
After' her ‘ graduatio from col- Hall she was a member o^the the_ American Legion school L—
Logan.
Mi^___Lee__Ainsleev and Mrs. I
WAA&

Popular Girls For Formal Presentation At Ball
In this year’s group of debu
Hilda Berridge Long
tantes, the first to be presented
•
Miss
Long is the daughter of
since 1953, are fourteen popular
,
' „
Mr. and Mrs. jSciwar^ Harvey
"ev are y0UDSerS° y
°S “^chmont,” Pea

•cv« xiiey are»

,

Sydney Carol Boyd

Miss Boyd, the daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. Russell Boyd, 541
Ridgewood Road, was gradu
ated this 3 ear from Marshall
high school. She plans to attend
Marshall College this fall and
she will enter the College of
Arts aj?d Sciences. She was

Ridge
road. Vernon
She is aSeminary,
graduate
of
Mount.
Washington, D. C. and is attending
ing Sophie
Sophie Newcomb
Newcomb11 College
College in
New Orleans, La., where she
will be a member of the sopho:
more class this fall.
She has been West Virginia
state women’s golf champion
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class at the Marshall high com
mencement exercises.
She is a member of fthe First
Presbyterian church and .was ac
tive with the college group there.
Her parents have lived in Hun
tington since 1923. Her mother
•was a Pennsylvanian and her fa- •
ther a native of Connersville,
Ind. He is one. of the leading
dentists of the. state. .
. .
. . ,
_ .
Mary Martha Baker

smve
wiarimg uie wvie iui lege sne plans co enter uie dip
the fourth consecutive time this lomatic service. After Christmas
summer. During the past five ,she will go to France to study
years she has played golf in for a year at the Sorbonne.
tournaments throughout the coun
Eleanor Jane Hamill
try and has received natiori-wide
’
Miss
Hamill is the daughter
acclaim. Her father is treasurer
of the Huntington Publishing Co. of Mr. and Mrs, Charles A.
Hamill, 6 Willow Glen.' She win

Ada Kay Humphrey
Miss Humphrey Is the daughDr an0 Mrs Edwin j.

Miss Baker is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Taylor Baker.
421 Twelfth avenue. She w a s
graduated from Huntington high
school in June and the coming
year .will attend Marshall College
where she will be enrolled in the
school of engineering.
Her father is a prominent at
torney here and her P a t e r n a 1
grandfather, the late R. M.
Baker was a member of the
law firm, Simms, Enslow, Fitz
patrick and Baker.

Humphrey, 2115 Wiltshire Bouleyard.
be‘ ~a sophomore
J She will u
at Mary Baldwin College, Staun
ton Va., this. fall. She is a
graduate of Marshall high school
and while in high school she was
editor of the school year book.
She is a member of Johnson Me
morial Methodist church. Her
Parents have lived in Huntington
for the past 27 years and Qr.
Humphrey is a widely known
obstetrician, a former associate
of the late Dr. H.-R. Bloss.

ouop puB .lapuaj Iflun (j saaiSop
098) U9A0 ajeigpoui ui a^Ba -poj
umurumjB qjiM jcaoo doj 9qj
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be a sophomore at Dennison
College, Granville, O., this fall.
She is particularly interested in
art and is studying the subject
at college. She is a member of
Chi Omega sorority. She is a
graduate of Huntington high
school and was salutatorian of
the class at commencement. In
high school and college she has
been active in many groups. She
is a member of Trinity Episcopal
church.

in athletics.

Catherine Van Zandt
Miss Van Zandt Is the daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Richard K.
Van Zandt, 656 Thirteenth ave
nue. She is a graduate of The
Madeira School, Washington,
p. C. and will attend Hollins
college this fall. She is particu
larly interested in the study of
languages and she plans to spend
her sophomore year abroad to
further her study of languages.
She is a member of the children
of the American Revolution.
' Her parents are members of
socially prominent families of
Ashland, Ky., and this city. Her
mother is a past president of the
Huntington Junior League.

and leadership award and the
citizenship award given by, the
faculty. Her fathet is a real
estate broker and her maternal
and paternal grandparents set
tled here more than 75 years
ago.

Margaret Ann Logan
Miss Logan is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Nester Logan, 117
Woodland Drive. In the fall she
will enter Queens College, Char
lotte, N. C. She was graduated
from Huntington high school this
year where she was president of
the Forum Club, a discussion
group and a member of several
other school groups.
Her father is president and
owner of S. S. Logan and Son,

James A. Cook will honor "six ot 1
the debs with a square,dance at
the Cook home, 322 South Engle
wood road, August 31. The debs
to be honored are Miss Julia
Watts, Miss Nancy Grubb, Miss
Nancy Samworth, Miss Hale Van
Zandt, Miss Shelley Rich and
Miss Kay Humphrey,
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Van Zandt-Rich Deb Ball

jnjiapuoM. b Sy aqg •A.rjunoo siq^
Mr. and Mrs. James Burke ui ;Bqj op i,uop o/a jnqj paz;
Rich and Mr. and Mrs. Richard -IB9X j.usBq aqs ifurqj jsnC I mon
Karl Van Zandt will entertain -uajjB jobijjb o;s sou) jo ‘pjoq
with the first large debutante ball aq oj subsui aqs 5[mq; l<n°P I
September 2, at the Guyan Coun
. 'jaq JO 32BJUBAPB
try Club when they will present ajyBj ;qSim jaajjs siqj uo ajdoad
their daughters Miss Shelley acuos sb ‘ooj ‘sno.iaSuup si ji jBq^
Burke Rich $nd Miss Catherine Pub isiauuBui pnq ruaqj SuiqoBaj
Hale Van Zandt.
*sj va[duiBxa iaq jaaj i pun latu
This briUiant deb partyjvill begupuru ouioo uajpfiqo
Inc.
gin at 9n P.
t» M. Severali hundred
-^aup b uajpnqo iaq 9Ai2
Julia Christian Watts
There were seven charter invitations are being issued this oj Jo *9aq aqj uo saqjop 3unq
Miss Watts’ parents are Mr. members of the Debutante Club week end to socialites in Hun o; — di[S.iapun jaq ui apjffjno
Annette Allen Nutter
and Mrs. Karl G. Watts of 79 and at the first Debutante Ball, tington and the tri-state area to | sao3 aqs ^Bq^ si am sjfjj jbiiai
Roland Park. 13 young girls were presented.' attend this affair.
Miss Nutter is the daughter of Kings
_ Highway,
_
.
|
-ji jo dsBJS poo3 Ajjajd
Honoring Miss Berridge Long, j
Olin C. Nutter, superintendent of ■ she is a graduate of the National The charter members include
‘ b BABq oj UJ99S U9.ip[iqa jaq
the Cabell County schools, and Cathedral School in Washington, Mrs. George Brian McCauley, Miss Hale Van Zandt,- Miss Judy ■'
Mrs. Nutter of 308 H o s w a d e D. C. and she has enrolled in Jr.t formerly Mary Rebecca Watts,-a luncheon will be given q3noqi[B- ‘naw. aJ8A 83br3ub{ mo
j c
Jr
p^iBjsjapun ^usaop aqg ‘asn jo
Sweet Brier College in Virginia CaldweU;
Drive.
September 3 in the Garden room
She attended Huntington high for the coming year. While at formerly Miss jane Galigher;- of the Hotel Frederick by Mrs. i SIB8A g PU8 81 *LX S92b — uajp
school until her senior year and tending the National Cathedral Mrs. Edwin Godley Winstead-of Taylor Vinson Mrs. Edwin Mat- .i -jrqo 99iq; seq puB paujeui si
entered Stuart Hall, Staunton, School she was president of the Virginia Beach, Va., formerly thews and Mrs. James A. Gwinn. aqg ’3uo[ AiaA Ajjunoa siqj nr
uaaq ijiseq oqM — a3pnf i ‘saij
Va., from which school she was Production Club associated with Miss Adelaide Griffith; Mrs.
in the evening September 3, a -joj jaq ut — UBwpAL b Oj sjoq
graduated in June. She plans to the Dramatic Club.
....... ..........
David Frischkora,.........
formerly
Miss buffet supper and dance will
enter Hollins College this fall.
Her paternal grandparents Permele Francis; Mrs. Orin ElIs- be given by Mrs. Frederic Mac -q3iau asop bar I 2op noX pproAi
While in high school she repre were early settlers of Hunting- worth Adkins of Ashland, Ky., donald, Mrs. George Biggs, Mrs. jBqM :qpOA\BH ssrpj maa
sented Huntington high in the ton.
, formerly Mi§s Kathryn Agee; Russell Cook,, and Mrs. Jo
HI.MOAWH AHVW *3
national oratorical contest and
’ Mrs. Donald O. Combs of Pitts seph Fitchett at the home of Mrs.
Nancy Southwick Grubb
represented the junior class as.
burgh,-Pa., formerly Miss Betty Biggs, 159 Woodland Drive. This
the senior class day speaker.
Miss Grubb is the daughter of Lee Rardin and Mrs. Albert G. lovely party will honor Miss Hale
Her parents are natives of Ken
Mr. and Mrs. Edward Grubb, Wing, Fort Benning, Ga., for Van Zandt, Miss Shelley Rich,
tucky and Greenbrier County in
Miss Julia Watts,
Watts,Miss__Kav_
Miss_ Kav_
/O
625 Hawthorne Way, Park Hills. merly Miss Gladys Northcott.
West Virginia.
In June she was graduated frfom
Stuart Hall, Staunton, Va., and
Shelley Burke Rich
this -fall she will enter Sweet
- Miss Rich is the daughter of Brier College, Sweet Brier, Va.
Mr. and Mrs. James Burke Rich
In prep school she took an ac
of 419 Holswade Drive and “Bur- tive part in athletics and she
guin Farms”, Chesapeake, O. holds the highest standing in the .
She was graduated cum laude nation as “distinguished rifle
from Mount Vernon Seminary man,” being third in the nation
in Washington, D. C. and was in the National Rifle Association
president of the student body competition. Her father is an
*
and. the Student Council of the executive of the International"
school. The coming year she will Nickel Co., Inc.
attend Bryn Mawr College, Bryn
- 'FMawr, Pa. Her father is a suecessful and prominent automo- If
bile dealer here.
f
While attending Mount Vernon »
she won several scholastic hon- f
ors and was one of the school’sK
war* •
- Jt;
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Ward Assistant
At Catlettsburg

Sporticulars
1

■

i

■

Carl Ward of Kenova, has been
named assistant football coach at
Catlettsburg High School, it was
announced yesterday by Charlie
Snyder, football coach. He suc
ceeds Dale Craycraft, who re
signed last month.
• Ward served as assistant coach
at Ceredo-Kenova High School last
year and was coach at Tiro, O.,
the previous year. He is a 1953
graduate of Marshall Colli ge,
where he played football.
Ward will also teach phys cal
education at Catlettsburg.

By Don Hatfield
Not All Grid Tryouts
Enjoy The Sport ■

Football’s back and greeting it are over 475 high school candi
e dates. '
r
It takes a lot of desire, of loving the game, for a> boy to practice
s twice daily in full pads during this heat wave. That is — to prac
tice HARD, giving the last inch in effort.
Some of the area boys, however, aren’t doing this. Why they’re
on the field in the first place is the biggest mystery. Maybe all
they want is a letter, maybe their best gal told them to, I don’t
1 know.
I do know such boys are hurting not only themselves, but also
their teammates and coaches.
I have spent the past week at most of the area’s practice
fields. Overheard were such things as these: '
“Gosh, two more hours this evening of torture.”
“Coach, my stomach feels funny, guess I’d better rest a
while, huh?”
“Aww, coach is all right, he just runs you too much.”
“What’s he hit so hard for, this is only practice, ain’t it?”
Of course, this group is by far outnumbered by those who play
because they love the sport, because they like body contact. But,
those who do fall into such a category hinder the progress of the j
entire squad.
A boy doesn’t have to play !| Anybody here seen Seldon? . . j
pl
football to be liked or looked . ’Suicide” Seldon, that is ... Hf
/as to put on his show of seal
Lieutenant - Colonel Burtls W.
up-to. There’s certainly no j ng himself In a casket and ex
of 1531 Upland Road,
i
z
Anderson
shame in concentrating on other •
a
department
sports. There is shame in mis
manager at the
leading everyone, especially ploding his way to freedom IM
Anderson New
i week at the Huntington Motror
one’s ownself. |
comb Co., is
¥
Speedway
..
.
Only
he
didn
’
t
* 1
undergoing Ma
Sports Shorts Vinson coach show .. • “And to think I pa{d
rine Reserve
jj
George Ketchum was hesitant in him in advance,” moans owner
training at t h •
filling his open date with Iron- Charlie Cremeans ... “100 bucks
,.x Naval Amphibi
ton, since he’s not in favor of j gave him, too” . . . Donnis
■ ky
$ous Base a
| playing out-of-state teams. ... Butcher, Meade Memorial’s cage
Norfolk. He is :
But, he needed the game-and- §tar Wfoo averaged more than
^^Marshall C o ]•
the-gate . . . Bill Watson, HHS 39 points per game, will accept
lege graduateT^*3. ---quarterback last season, who’ll a scholarship to University of
go to Duke, is working out with Kentucky . .. He refused to play
the Express gridders, getting in jn the annual East-West classic
condition .. . kumvi
wu«» , because “I’ve already played in
Rumor oaja
says both
Bob (Kayo) Marcum
and r.
Rich
----- -----’'- njne or 10 all-star games and
' i
ard Jackson, also Express backs i’ve lost too much money I can
d Lieutenant Colonel Burns W. An ’w
last year, will report to coach get from working.” .... A KenI- derson of 1531 Upland road. Hflyir
Herb Royer at Marshall this Itucky area basketbailer who did
•. is a graduate of Marshall College^ v
fall .. Babe Mazza claims he s < take part, however, was Pikegot a real' “quarterback” in ville’s Ralph Gilliam ... in case
f and is employed by the Anderson
Freddie (Chew) Conley . . . In- Vinson’s quarterback, Jim Wal2 Newcomb Co. He was a student a
cidentally, Mazza spurned a lace,, hurts_ that
________________
trick knee of his
r in the Basic Amphibious Intellihandsome offer in Florida to this year, the Tigers have re
i gence Course at the Little Creek
stay at C-K this year ... Doug- liable Tommy Perdue ready and
Amphibious Base. Members of nto
lass coach Joe Slash is moan- . wiling ... Both are quick, and
the Volunteer Reserve give pari
' Ing the
blues (Navy
2__ 11..._
” blues)
*
’’ over
can pass. •
i of their time each summer* tc I
three of his backs, Billy Morton,
keep abreast of new develop^ 1 r
Earl Jackson and Bruce Price,
I
Undergoing training at the Nor- ments in the Marine Corps.
i quitting the squad to join the
, folk Naval Amphibious Base AuNavy ... There are a lot of good
g4i££=L12» was
¥¥“'° Marine
AvxaiHie Reserve
reserve ,
>_>
..............- • ,
backs in the area this year ...
• - —-------------------- 7*
•- r
Parkersburg high, always a con
August issue of Tracks, C. & 0. magazine, reports E. E. Slack
Jr., son of railroad’s assistant superintendent motive power-work
tender state grid team, has
simplification’and personnel here, is serving this summer as a
only one regular from the 8-2
dining room waiter on the Badger ... A three-year honor-roll stuff
squad of last year ... He’s TOm
c mt and varsity fullback at East high school, young Ernie will
; Brown, who’s been starting at
t egin pre-medic studies at Marshall next month . . . G. P. Gibbs
halfback since he was a sopho
& O. general manager of power and car utilization, Huntington^
more . .. New coaches at Iaeger
and Robert Vawter, general manager of southern region- Rich
high school are Tom Castellana
mond, have been appointed colonels on the staff of Kentucky’s
and Bernard Philbin, both of
Governor Lawrence Wetherby . . . Both are natives of Kentucky, ..
j^Clarksbufg- and-Salem College,
in football and basketball,

1

; ^uaur^> • .r<
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Dr. Smith
Will Address
Kiwanians Today
Dr. Stewart'H. Smith, president
of Marshall College, will be the
speaker at a meeting of the Hun
tington Kiwanis Club at 12:10
P. M. today at. the Hotel Prich
ard.
William A. Thompson, president
of the Marshall Alumni Associa
tion, will also be a guest at'-the
meeting.
Dr. Smith will discuss the Mar
shall Foundation, a newly organ
ized unit whose purpose is to ac
cumulate resources to provide
scholarships and other grants at
the college. -

i
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Miss Alien To Discuss
Teaching Retarded Child

i

'/ schools, said all teachers
Methods of teaching the re-1 County
asked
to be present.
tarded child in the regular class- are as
’
room will be explained at a meet Miss Allen, who is conducting
ing of Cabell County teachers to a workshop at Marshall College
day at 3:45 P. M. in the offices on teaching the slow learner, will
of the County Board of Educa
also speak at a public meeting
tion, 620 Twentieth Street.
Amy
sponsored by the Board of Edu---The speaker will be Miss
at 7-30
A. Allen, supervisor of the Divi- cation tomorrow night
i. „
”
p. -M. at■ the *board
offices.
sion of Special Education for the r
-----J -#««««.
Ohio State Department of Edu
cation.
icriuuc W.
¥V . Sullivan,
UUXli.va.ii, siioil IIj
Mi’s. Bernice
of instruction
in
■
pervisor c.
11
\ .CabellI
“

Ij

Marshal To Honor Ektsen
Af Commencement Frh! ay
Eleven students will be grad-1 Rose Bias, Huntington; Marilyn
uated with honors at Marshall Miller Casto, Ripley;
... ___
Ruth___
BilCollege’s summer commencement lups Cyrus, Prichard, W. Va.; Wilexercises Friday at 10 A. M. at liam Howard Gollihue, Accoville;
theO Keith-Albee Theatre.
‘ Martin
"" " Hickman,
~ \
_____
,f,h
Joseph
Sisters
Three will receive their degrees ville; Henry Albert Ray, Shoals; III
magna cum laud. They are: Mary Anna Ruth Varney, Huntington, |||
Emma Foster of Beckley and and Nancy Lea Warren, Fayette
Betty Jane Hall and Sharon Mad ville.
sen, both of Huntington.
All are candidates for the Bach
Eight will receive their degrees elor
__ _
__ ____
of _Arts
degree from the
J cum laude. They are: Eleanor|Teachers College with the
. i excep
tion of two. Miss Madsen will re
ceive the Bachelor of Arts degree
from the College of Arts and Sci
ences and Mr. Gollihue will be
awarded the Bachelor of Science
degree from that college.
The degrees will be conferred
by President Stuart H. Smith: The
speaker will be President Henry
H. Hill of George Peabody Col
lege for Teachers. The invocation
will be given by the Rev. William
Leno Raso of Eccles, W. Va.,1 Garda vof* the viaw
class w
of «»,
1946, yaswi
pastor
president of the Marshall College!]of the Community Presbyterian
Newman dub, will attend the Na-;!| Church at Bellefonte, Ashland, Ky.
..___ . XT
„ ,
.. I ITwo
Two hundred
hundred and
and t.wantv_civ
twenty-six op
stu
tional Newman Club
convention
dents are scheduled to receive de
August 30 — September 5 at Boul grees at the ceremonies.
der, Colo, The convention will
be held on the campus of the
University of Colorado.
Mr. Raso is a senior at Mar
shall, majoring in marketing and
retailing. He is vice-president of
Kappa Alpha Order and a mem
ber of the Marshall Retailing Stu
dents Association.
Raso is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Frank Raso of Eccles. He
is a graduate of Trap Hill high
school in Raleigh County,

iRaso To Attend’
Newman Meet

_ - ------------------- —------ V
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Pete Williamson of Huntington, Joe Mathisen of Hun
tington and Tom Skeeter, left to right, are shown wit]
a Geiger counter they used in prospecting for uraniun
near Gasper^Wyo., this summer. All are Marshal
------------- ,
College students.

Big Green Eleven Gathers
Tomorrow For Photo #Dri3F
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Miss Judith *Anfi~ Flirit "of
Huntington has been ap
pointed by State Senator \
Theodore M. Bowers as a
princess at the court of ; •
Queen Silvia XIX of the
Mountain State Forest
Festival, to be held Oc- j
tober 6, 7 and 8 at Elkins. ;
Miss Flint is the daughter '
of Mr. and Mrs. Robert S.
Flint, 226 Eleventh Ave
nue. She is a student at I
Marshall College where
she is a member of Alpha
Xi Delta sorority. She at
tended Sullins College at
Bristol, Va., before enroll
ing at Marshall. Her
father is general manager
of the Island Creek Coal
Co. stores.

By
By ERNIE SALVATORE
Advertiser Sports Editor
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The 1955 Marshall College football team gathers for the first
time tomorrow at the campus but not to butt heads or run through
plays.
The 42-man squad, which includes 25 holdovers from last year,1
will spend its time getting dressed up in game uniforms, trying on
'the new gear for size, and looking at the birdies for the benefit of
press photographers.
and their absence immediately
. This annual and -c’ways cheer gives Royer a headache. Also
ful ceremony usually takes about missing will be Hal Samuels, No.
two hours but when It’s over and 1 freshman quarterback last year
the team has been excused, who was counted upon to be the
there’s nothing but business
2 varsity signal caller this
ahead. For, beginning Thursday, year. Samuels is in the service.
head coach Herb Royer and his But, rejoining the team after a
expanded staff of three full-time two year hitch in the Armed
assistants will start putting the Forces is halfback Len Hellyer,
team through two-a-day sessions now a junior, and he will ease
at Onlzed Field.
the absence of Hawkins consid
erably.
Ohio First Foe
Opening day is September 2414 Regulars
and the opponent is traditional The 25 holdovers include 14 men
Mid-American Conference rival who saw steady action in 1954.
Ohio University here at Fairfield These are halfbacks Fred Free
Stadium. That gives Royer about man and Don Adkins, fullbacks
22 days to get the team ready— Dyke Six, Bob Crews and George
with the three intervening Sun Templin; quarterback Bill Zban;
days reducing actual practice centers Jerry Snow and Randy
days to 19.
Scott (who is now a tackle):
Seven players who saw a lot of guard Bob McCollins, tackles Ted
action in 1954 when Marshall had D’Alesio and Bill Harris, and ends
a 4-5 record will be missing this Dick Bryan, Campbell Platt and
year. Graduated are tackle Albie jim Barton.
Maier, now a professional guard Six, Snow, D’Alesio, Harris and
for the Pittsburgh Steelers; quar Bryan are seniors. Crews and
terback Henry Hinte, halfback snow missed a lot of action in
'Henry (Skip) Hawkins and half- ’54 because of injuries. That’s the
back-end Garland Barnhart, now setup right now.
assistant coach at Huntington Tomorrow’s picture-taking starts
Vinson.
at 1:30 P. M._______
Kincaid Quits
Max Kincaid, a reserve line
man for the past two years, also
won’t be back. He plans to de
vote all of his time to studies in
his final year. Ineligible for var
sity ball this. season are ends
Bill Dan Ray and Gene Blake,
first string wingmen last year

1

i

i

d
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fal I x-<By DOROTHY BUZEK, O * Z
Seventy-six teachers have left the Cabell county public school
system since the close of the 1954-55 term, it was reported today.
I
Olin C. Nutter, superintendent of schools, said 60 have resigned;
13 have retired and three have requested leaves of absence.
Of those who submitted resignations, 31 left positions in elemen
tary schools; 14, in junior high!
and 15 in high schools.
necessary to lower standards and
“We have had approximately a w
hiie there is not a large surwhile
12 per cent turnover to date in; plus of applicants for positions,
our teaching staff,” the superin- there
'
are enough to indicate there
tendent said. “Practically all va-' jis little likelihood of a shortage. .
cancies have been filled with fully
qualified people.”
The public school system here
will employ about 800 teachers
this year, including approximately;
24 more than last year, to take
care of increased enrollment and
to staff the new Beverly Hills
Junior high school which opens,
this fall.
Enrollment in the public schools
. •
..V .i;y
this year is expected to be about
21,500 children. There will prob- r
'ably be an increase in the num
ber of first graders 'and there
will be a definite hike in enroll
ment at the junior high level,
Mi*. Nutter said.
NORMAN WILLEY
I Both the superintendent and
The ‘Wild Man* of Marshall Returns to West Virginia'
Mrs. Douglas C. Tomkies, presi
dent of the Board of Education,
said the proximity. of Marshall
College has been largely responsi
ble for the fact that no shortage
of qualified teachers has resulted
here. The fact that- many people
have homes and families here
and like the community has also
(Special to The Advertiser)
'
CHARLESTON — It’ll be like old home week for five gridders tended to keep teachers here de
when the Green Bay Packers and Philadelphia Eagles come to spite the lure of better salaries
elsewhere.
West Virginia to clash here in Laidley Field September 3.
Mrs. Tomkies said she had
For, four Eagles and a Packer played either college or high
school ball in the mountain state. Returning “home” are Norm talked personally with some of
Willey, Marshall College, Dean Dugger, Charleston Stonewall the teachers who have resigned
Jackson and Ohio State University, and Gene Lamone, John Bove and that a number of them had
stated that they were leaving
and Bill Marker, West Virginia University.
The two teams battle in the pre-season National Football i West Virginia because other states
League game at 8 P. M.
' offer more attractive salaries.
All but Bove will be playing for the Eagles. And, all but ! Mrs.. Tomkies said she had been
Willey will be battling each other for starting positions. Willey,; told that most teachers going to
however, isn’t worrying too much about a regular berth. The ‘ other states were getting an in
“Wild Man” of pro football has twice been selected to the all-pro crease of at least $500 a year and
squad, making the dream team each time as a defensive end.
in some cases considerably more
And, he’s been picked by famous sportswriter Stanley Wood than that.
ward, in his pre-season forecast, to duplicate the feat this year.
“Basically it is the higher salar
Tickets for the encounter have been on sale since August 8. ies Paid elsewhere that is taking
They can be obtained in the lobby of the Charleston YMCA, or on our teachers to other states,” the
Capital street opposite the Kanawha Valley Building here daily school board . president stated.
between 9 A. M. and 10 P. M.
“I talked with one young woman
who told me her husband was
getting $1,700 more a year in an-1
other state and that she herself
had been offered a job at $3,000
a year. This young woman had
never taught before.”
Cabell county has fared much
better than many others. Mr Nut
ter stated that it has not been

1

■

Cabell County Loses
- 76 Teachers, Most To
Better-Paying States

i

Eagles-Packers Game
Like Old Home Week

f-”* I

Marshall To Award 226 Degrees Today

T^argaret
, Degrees will be awarded to 226|son Fowler; Georgia Frasher,| /
"...
Bernice Ramey_____
candidates at Marshall
™ZIers
Fraz
lerrr
» F
Fraz
iers Bottom; Ray-1 Associate In Science: Clara Ann;Kirk, McAndrews. Ky.; Elizabeth
summer commencement exercises I "?nT
p-izinrt T.na 'Clwnn.m
W^a
Saul, South Charleston and Rich- Leonard Kisner, St. Albans; Robto be held today at 10 A. M. at Frazier, Kenova; Rosemary Cook' ard A. Tegarden, Moundsville.
jart Smith Koontz; Phillip Edward
the Keith-Albee theater.
Freeman, War; John Edwin Gal-! Candidates for the Master of-Lambert; Patricia Ann Lerner,
• The address will be delivered I loway, Helen Sommer Glenn;' Arts Degree in Graduate School [Hartford; Edwin Levin, Patter-,
'son, N, J.; Mary Hildred Lewis,'
______ Grant;
__ . Goldie are:
‘ by Dr. Henry H. HUI, president of (Donald_ Warfield
'■ ’
, Prichard;;
p
or
-Ramey
Griffith,
Lundale;
Ethel
t George Peabody College
f Teachers, Nashville, Tenn. H1 s
subject wiU be "The Best Time
t To Live.”
LLU xxivrunari,
Lenore; Joseph Martin
Hickman, =,
Lenore:
1 Candidates for Bachelor of Arts Sisterville; Goldie Marie- Francis Bowen
Fiank Louis Bowles, jMllton. Marjoriu Steele Marfutl;
Hodgens,
^arjoriv sueeie mariuu,
5 Degrees from Teachers College Ho(
teens» Ashland;
Ashland; Beulah Staf- south Charleston; Averley Brown
ford Greene Jarrell; Fannie Me- seth; Donald Keith Brown, stJLuciUe Hardman Meadows, St. Alinclude (from Huntington unless Guire
(
Jordan, Maplewood; Bill Albans; Charles Edward Brum-113811 • Madilene Reese Miller, DunI otherwise noted):
Ray Kirk, Kermit; Della Adair field, Wayne; Lloyd Lee Brum-!brTJ Macel Walker Mills, MacArEvelyn McGhee Adkins, Leona Kirk.
Kirk, Delbarton; Opal Ann Hitch-field
Kitch-|neid,’ Man:
Man; Bettv
Betty Frashier Buck.
Buck, lthur’ Paul Frank Moon, ParkersByron Turman Morris, Ken
Ward Adkins, Reva Black Adkins, ens, Davy; Mary Almeda Rice Ripley; Paul John Carlsen Jr.; burg;
ova; Bettye Garrett Muncey, War/
Lusher,
St.
Albans;
Zella
Orpha
David
Lewis
Carter,
High
Point,
’ Hamlin; June Garrett Allen, KeLusk, Pineville; Jacqueline Sue n. C.; Gertha Tolley Casto, Rip- Dorothy Viola Napier, Ceredo;
„ nova; Margueritte Louise Baker, McCormick, Hurricane; J a m e s ley; Ruth Allen Cavitt, Charles- Emma Jean Payne; Mauletia
Clarksburg; Ralph Daniel Barker, Cecil McCoy, Cove Gap; Daisy ton; Mirrell Clark, Alkol; Wen M. Pierson, Clay; Virginia Daniel
J Chapmanville; Mary Jo Fullerton I Garrett McKeny, Logan; Reda dell R. Conley, Wittensville, Ky.; Pitt; Margaret Benford Pollitt;
James H. Redden, Charleston;
J|Baum, Ashland; Eleanor Rose I Mae Watts Mahaffey, Beckley; Hattie Rosalie Howell Craft, Russell E. Redden, Meadow
Helen
Lenore
Mapes,
Ashland;
Nitro;
Henry
Cremeans;
Zena
Bias; Ruth Alma Thore BlackMil- Bridge; Douglas R. Rogers, Clay;
► burn, Pineville; Fairy Virginia! Janice Perry Messinger, Branch- Maris Cremeans, Princeton; 1~- . Mary Page Rogers; Louis A.
land; Harold Owen Montgomery, lard Akers Davis, Naugatuck;
Bonham, Princeton; Patricia Crown City, Ohio; Janet Marie I Percy M. Dillard, Omar; Pauline! Sheets; Katie Smith Sines; LesPerry Boster, Milton; Mona Avis I _______
Morrison,, Marlinton; Quindora Burdette Dolin, Charleston; Twila sie Gladys Sleeth, Clifton; Hazel
Tyson Smith, Parkersburg; JSdnaI
Browning, Logan; Richard Lewis McCallister Myles, Barboursville; V. Doutt, Chapmanville; Ova m
Bryant, Bellwood; Ruth Hemlepp Thelma Gladys Nelson, Madison; Cooke DuLowe, Whitesville; Brinker Stanard; Andrew Judson
Bunch, Ashland; Ruth Fillinger Florence Evelyn Patrick, Ironton; Claude Embry Estepp, Ports- Stemple
- ’ Jr., Sissonville; Ellen
Butcher, Logan; Alice Ferguson ^ge Elaine Paugh, Salt Rock; mouth, Ohio; Gerald Ashley McHenry Stemple, Sissonville;
Carico; Marilyn Miller Casto, Mary Alice Cook Peck, Beckley; Fleshman, Beckley: Virginia Dorothy Ann Stewart, Charleston;
Ripley; Clifford Collins; Shirley Mary Elizabeth Grate Perdue, Mi-|Wagner Garwood, Bluefield, Va.; Ollie Varney Stone, Banco; Ern__ ... cstine
Annali Bryant Crowe, Ironton; ami, Florida; Essie Wagner Per- Margaret
St. Al-Ellis Stultz, Henlawson;
” ” ’ Frazier Gibson,
Ruth Billups Cyrus, Prichard; ry, Barboursville; Barbara Jean bans; Velma Holley Gibson, Mil- Nancy Johnson Thorne, Beckley;
Hazel Lenna Davis, Naugatuck; Phillips, • Pineville; Frances Max^ ton; Louise Smith Gillingham, Wilburn H. Triplett Jr., BranchClesta Lee Dickson, Parkersburg; ine Johnson Potter, East Bank; Charleston; Earliss Doyle Glea- land> Nicholas Visnic Jr.; Gladys
Verlie Davidson Donahue, Robert Lee Pring, Charleston; ton; William Marshall Goodwin, Burdette Webb, Julian; Martha.
Branchland; Lillian Ayres Esk Henry Albert Ray, Shoals; Geral Newton; Ourania Grambos; Mary Jeffrey Williams, McConnell; i
James Leslie Wilson; Rio Grande/
ridge, Fayetteville; Virginia Mer dine Blankenship Reams, Mate- Agnes Gray;
chant Finley; Olga Stratton For wan; Walter B. Reeves, Ashland; Charles W. Hale, Delbarton; Ohio; Virginia Crickenberegr Wil-!
syth, Ashland; Mary Emma Fos David Riffe, Beckley; Norma Mar-|Freda Pinkerman Hall, Chesa- son, Nitro; Maureen Ratliff Yea
ter, Beckley; Bobbie Muriel CaUi- garet Shaar, Charleston; Blanche peake, Ohio; Homer Wilson Hall, ger, Logan; Lucille K. Young,
French Alderson Beaumont;
Hamed Sheets, Greenbank; Metta Williamson; “
Yvonne Skaggs, Ansted; Robert Hamrick, Clay; Ellene Hinton; Candidates for Master of Sci
Carroll Spears, Salt Rock; Eve Bernice Duncan Hopkins, McCon- ence Degree from Graduate
......
lyn Kelly
Spence,. Point Pleasant; nell; Nettie Ethel Humphreys, School:
Sally Ann Staley, Ironton, Ohio; Walton; Robert Loyal Hunt, Ham- David Eugene Brown; Norine1;
a
AImvm Pi-anlr- TTonnaf.h T.an'^
Villis Clayton Stepp, Delbarton; lin; Robert Marshall Hylbert, Cann,
Alum
Creek; Kenneth Lee'
Olive Morris Straub; Flora Fin- Danville; Louis Joe Kania, Gau- Hill, Moundsville.
ley Tabor, Jackson, Ohio; Anna
Ruth Varney; Georgia Davis Wal
dron, Man; Nancy Lea Warren,
Fayetteville; Joseph Allen Well
man, -Fort Gay; Dreama Lee Wil
liams, Artie; Edith Naomi May
field Willis, Ironton; Lucille Thax
ton Wilson, Spencer; Margaret
Ann Wykle; Lois Mae Young,
Charleston;
College of Arts and Sciences,
Bachelor of Arts:
John Lawson Chadwick; Car
roll Otis DeLong, Ironton; Curtis
Carl DeLong, Ironton; William
Douglas Duty, Delbarton; Wood
row Augustus Fry Jr., Stiltner; Jo
seph Berkeley Gregory; John WUliam Hagen; Richard Arlen Kelly,
Charleston; George Klipa, Man;
Sharon Madsen; Irwin W. Mathisen Jr.; John Lacy Midkiff; Bruce
Adonia Thabit; Wallace Henry
Tray er, Wayne;
'College of Arts and Sciences, ■
Bachelor of Sciences;
f
Jack T. Baldridge, Ashland; I
Harold Dene Bradshaw, Holden; I
Peter Luke Burke, Ironton; Wai-1
ter Leo Dingus, Raceland, Ky.; I
Ivan Carroll Doddridge, Ona; I
William Howard Gollihue, Acco-I
ville; Cora Lee Hatfield, William
son; Henry Louis Hawkins, South i
Charleston; Thomas Richard Koeh
ler, Wheeling; Charles Wilson
Lockhart; Clifford Le Roy Loud-',
ermilk, Lewisburg; Oliver Lin
ville Peck, Beckley; Norma Irenej
| Petty, Belleville; Jack Marvinj
Rife, Kenova; David William!
Stallings; James Ersal Snodgrass,)
Jacksonburg; David B. Straley,
Baileyville; Millard P. Wright Jr.,
Logan.
Bachelor of Science in Chemis-1
try: Donald Roy Woods.
Bachelor of Engineering Sci
ence : Noel Jacob McMahon,
Moundsville..
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Marshall
Graduates
226 Friday

“-The Herald - Dispatch—Tues., Aug. 23, 1955 •
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• Two hundred and twenty-six
: students will receive degrees at
Marshall College’s summer com
mencement exercises tomorrow at
10 A. M. at the Keith-Albee The
atre.
The speaker will be Dr. Henry
H. Hill, president of George*
Peabody College for Teachers,;
Nashville, Tenn. His subject will1
be “The Best Time to Live.”
;
Garda Gives Invocation
1 The invocation will be given by]
the Rev. William Garda of the;
class of 1946, pastor of the Com-;
munity Presbyterian Church Bel
lefonte, Ashland, Ky. The soloist
will be John Walker Creighton,;
music department. His accompa
nist will be Mrs. Mary Shep MaonJ.
The degrees will be conferred
by Marshall President Stewart H.
Smith. Candidates will be pre-J
eented by Dean D. Banks Wil-,
bum of the Teachers College, J.|
F. Bartlett of the College of Arts?
and Sciences and A. E. Harris of
I the Graduate School.i
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Birthday Party
Honors Burnside
■/kc. •■ "v'.-f, <s'z’ 7. '1' sj' »•
Congressman M.G. Burnside of
Huntington was honored at a sur
prise birthday party given at the
Hotel Frederick last night by Mrs. I
Burnside.
|
i , Approximately 38 guests were
present including a number of
Dr. Burnside’s former students’
at Marshall College. He was head1
of the political science depart-:
ment for several years before re-',
.signing to enter politics.
> ; Dr. Burnside' was born August;
23, 1902 in Richland county, S. C.

A former Marshall College victory queen, Mrs. Kyle Tackett, is shown with
her family in Frankfort, Ky., shortly after having received her Master’s degree
earlier this month from the University of Kentucky. Mrs. Tackett is the for
mer Miss Alice Margaret Chapman of Huntington and both she and Mr.
Tackett are Marshall College graduates. Mr. and Mrs. Tackett are standing ‘
and the children, seated, are Marilyn, 13, Stephen, 9, and Patty, 5. Mr. Tackett
is Federal Bureau of Investigation representative in Frankfort and previously
has been stationed in Paducah, Ky., San Antonio and San Francisco.
Ji !
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TRAVELBOTTNDf'/Mrs. 'Charles S. Hoke a’nd sons, Jimmy
and Stuart, of 157 Main Street, Ceredo, plan to leave in the near
future for England, where they will join their husband and father,
First Lieutenant. Hoke, who is stationed there with the U. S. Air
Force. Lieutenant Hoke has been an instructor in engineering at
Marshall College for the past , two years. He is stationed atJ
Ventwaters Air Force Base, near
London, and expects to be in
England for the next two or i
three years.

. ..................
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'Bon Voyage’ Party For fitts

Advertiser Staff Photo

Mrs. Dorothy H. Lee,
above, secretary at Fam
ily Service Inc. for the
past two years, has re
signed and will leave Sat
urday for Ithaca, N. Y.,
with her husband, Robert
E. Lee. Mr. Lee, who was
graduated from Marshall
College last spring, will enI ter Cornell University to
begin work on his Master’s
Degree; Mrs. Lee, a na
tive of Romney, W. Va.,
attended Potomac State
College at Keyser and the
Century College of Com
merce here. Mr. Lee has
been employed in the city
|
ngineer’s office.

Mr. and*' Mis. Howard B.
Hawkins of Fifth avenue will en
tertain with a “bon voyage”
party at their home September 3
from 5 until 7 P. M. honoring.
Mr. and Mrs. Page Pitt of Nor
way avenue who are leaving
September 8 for a European
tour.
Mr. and Mrs. Pitt will travel

to
Europe by
to Europe
by Pan
Pan American
American Air
lines landing in Scotland and
from there visiting many of the
European countries. Prof. Pitt
who is head of the journal
ism school is being sent abroad
for journalistic research work.
He will have conferences with
newspaper editors in all the
principal cities of Europe.
-
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Hackney Is
Fellowship
Recipient .

Ordained
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Thomas P. Hackney1 Jr., a Mar
shall College graduate, has been
named winner of a Federation for
Railway Progress fellowship for
1955.
FRP Chairman James G. Lyne
said a check for SI,000 will be
given to Hackney to cover a year
of advanced study at any accred
ited university.
Parents Live Here
I
Hackney, son of Mr. and Mrs.;
Thomas P. Hackney Sr.', 2143
Eighth avenue, was in charge of
the Chesapeake & Ohio Shops’
engineering department here
prior to his recent transfer to
Richmond, Va.
Thirty - four years old, he will
enter Massachusetts Institute of
Technology as a special student
in industrial engineering. He will
continue on a full-time basis the
studies he has pursued intermit
tently since 1939 as a night stu-|
dent at Marshall.
He was first employed by!
C. & 0. 14 years ago as an ap-'
prentice machinist.
Hackney now resides at 322'
West Franklin street, Richmond. [
i
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The Rev. Eugene H.
Ramsey, 2975 Third Ave- 1
nue, pastor and director
of the Huntington Evan
gelistic Center, was or
dained at services held re
cently at the Berean Gos
pel Temple, Indianapolis.
Mr. Ramsey graduated
from East High School
and attended Marshall
_______ College.

Fund Formed To Give
Willey 'Homecoming'

I

Marshall College alumni in the Charleston area have-bonded
together to give Norman Willey “a real homecoming” when the
former Big Green football and basketball star appears there in an
exhibition game with his Philadelphia Eagle mates against the Green
Bay Packers, Saturday, September 3.
The alumni have formed a “Norman Willey Fund,” to raise
money for what they have de
scribed as a “novel sort recogni
tion for Willey.”
Sam McEwen, former Marshall
quarterback, was elected chair’ man of the fund and M. E.

Generation Could Be
Greatest, Says Hill

Tickets Here
Tickets to the Philadelphia
■I Eagles-Sreen Bay Packers professional football exhibition
I game, set for September 3 in
Charleston’s Laidley Field, will
be available this afternoon in
Huntington.
Ninety-four of the ducats
have been mailed Humphrey’s
Southside Pharmacy by Hender
i| son Peoples, chairman of the |
committee in charge of bringing >
the event to Charleston.
1
They should arrive at Humphery’s today and go on sale
t phrey’s today and go on sale
•■■■■■*»*■■■■

I This could
...be the
- greatest gen

I? I7.,' '' H |

eration known to man, Dr. Henry
H. Hill, president of George Pea(body College for Teachers at
’Nashville, Tenn., told Marshall
College’s summer graduating
class today.
Dr. Hill spoke at commenceMe
ment exercises at the Keith-Albee
Theatre.
Degrees were conferred by
President Stewart H. Smith on 226
candidates. Eleven of them were
graduated with honors — three re
ceiving their diplomas m a g n a
cum laude and eight, cum laude.
Opportunities Greatest
Using as his subject, “The Best
Time to Live”, Dr. Hill told the
graduates:
“Advantages today include
more gadgets and material bless
ings than ever before, longer life
‘and better health, more and big
DR. HENRY H. HILL
ger churches and church attend Addresses Marshall Grads
ance, and the greatest educational
opportunities known to man.”
the Marshall music faculty, who
The speaker pointed out that the! was accompanied by Mrs. Mary
difficulty about ever getting well Shep Mann.
enough educated is that there are Deans Give Degrees
so many new things to learn ev
ery day, but added that “we ought The candidates for degrees were
to be ashamed to die as ignorant presented by Deans D. Banks
as we are when the opportunities Wilburn of the Teachers College,
for learning are so great.”
- F.
- Bartlett
J.
of the College of
I Dr. Hill. noted that the atomic Arts and Sciences and A. E. Harage instead of being a’ time"of|‘^ of
Graduate School.
destruction, could be one in which Professor R. Lloyd
. Beck
......was
the greatest advancements of man.I marshal for processional and. rekind could be made. He said the | sessional. He was assisted
... by pro
material and apparent spiritual lessors R. L. Britton, N. Bayard
progress being made today caused Green, Russell B. Smith, Ralph
x_ -s
—. the
x. future
- .
him to
view
with opEdeburn, Vernon D. Jolley,
timism.
Roy C. Woods and two students.
The Rev. William Garda of the Jack Clark Eblin and Joseph Wal
class of 1946, pastor of the Com ter Hunnicutt n of the class of
munity Presbyterian C h u r c h, 1957.
Bellefonte, Ashland, Ky., delivered
the invocation at the graduation
exercises. The soloist was John
W. Creighton, tenor, member of
■

pW

fcf I

■«•*■■■■■■■■■■■■•

(Mike) Ginther, treasurer. Willey' *
will be honored at a luncheon (
meeting of the Charleston Ex
change Club Thursday, September
1, in the Hotel Ruffner.
At that time, the money raised
for Norman will be presented to
him in the form of a gift.
Ernie Salvatore, sports editor of
The Advertiser, will accept con
tributions to the fund from Hun
tington residents. He, in turn, will
relay them to Ginther in Charles
ton.
Willey has been with the Eagles
for the past five years, playing de
fensive end. He has earned allpro honors the past two years.
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Marshall Graduates Told
Present
Age Is Greatest
The atomic age — instead of before, longer life and

I
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4 ;
Herb Royer, head football
coach at Marshall College,
will speak at the weekly
luncheon meeting of the !

bette
being a time of destruction — health, more and bigger churche
could be one where the greatest and church attendance, and th
greatest educational opportunities
advancements of mankind could known to man.”
be made, Dr. Henry H. Hill, presi The invocation was delivered bj
• _ Rev. William Garda, class U
dent of George Peabody College the
o:
for Teachers at Nashville, Tenn., 1946, pastor of the Community
told the 226-person summer grad Presbyterian Church at Bellefonte
uating class of Marshall College Ashland,
Candidates for. degrees were pre
yesterday.
He was speaker at,commence- sented by Deans D. Banks Wilbun
ment exercises in the Keith-Al of the Teachers College; J. F
bee theater, and had as his sub Bartlett of the College of Arts anc
ject, “The Best Time to Live.” Sciences and A. E. Harris of thi
Dr. Hill stressed that “advan- Graduate School. Professoj
tages today include more gadgets R. Lloyd Beck was marshal foi
and material blessings than ever processional and recessional.

Advertising Club at 12:15
P. M. today at the Hotel
Frederick. Mr. Royer will
discuss the Marshall pros
pects for this season.
George Andrick will pre- I
side. I-

this week .. .

.
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Nice to see Tom and Irma Holderby back in town after their 1
vacation at Cherry Grove Beach, S. C. . . . They visited Hazel ;
Daniels, formerly of Marshall College, now a member of the fac- I
■ ulty at Penn State . . . She has an attractive seashore cottage at
Cherry Point . . . Virginia Rider was visiting there too . . Bill ’
Lawrence, White Cross pharmacist, doesn’t know whether he’ll
ever take another vacation or not . . . Bill got four druggists to :
come m and work one day each for him so he could take a fourday vacation. He drove 1,400 miles with seven children in the car
m^nps1 11110 tW° hurriCanes* 011 top of thafc one youngster got the,

Comments On Advertiser Story

Teachers Moving Faster Than
Ever Before,; Declares Nutter

I
.J

By DOROTHY BUZEK
The number of teachers leav
ing West Virginia for other states ‘
which pay better salaries is
r| reaching “alarming” proportions
and a serious crisis is imminent
f ■
1 if something isn’t done to halt
the exodus.
That’s what prominent Cabell
11
county educators had to say to
day when asked for comment on
an Advertiser story yesterday
pointing out the dissatisfaction 1• of public school teachers Who
• were enrolled in the Marshall
“Teachers are upset that no i
. College Graduate School this
salary increase was given them
summer.
by the State Legislature. If they t
Twenty per cent of 40 stu
had even got social security, that 1
dents interviewed said they were
would have helped. People are, (
leaving the state and one-half
said they would leave if they -• going to have to wake up to the (
if they want the serv- ;
ifact
— that ::
were able to do so.
ices the public schools render. I
“There is no question in my
■ they are going to have to be '
mind but that teachers in West
willing to pay for them.’’
. Virginia are on the move as
Mrs. Nan Temple Davis, past I
J never before,” declared Olin C. J ; president
of the West Virginia '
I Nutter, superintendent of ^Cabell f
Education
Association
and state
county schools. “Teachers w h.o , —------------..
| don’t have ties that hold them
■ director for the National Eduhere are taking positions all over J cation Association, said “the
1 the nation at salaries which ’ situation is serious, but the true bers have gone to other states
picture will probably not emerge
range from SI,000 to $2,000 more
' at much higher salaries. Re
■ a year* than we can pay here. ' ; until after school begins and we placements at the salaries we
actually see the complete fig“I receive calls all the time
can pay are extremely diffi
• ures.
I from school systems in N e w
cult to get and in some cases
i York, Maryland, Pennsylvania ] 1 “I have just returned from a almost impossible.
meeting of county leaders at
( and many other states request-' I
“On August 20 I sent a ques
Buckhannon. Educators who
| ing information about some |
tionnaire to superintendents of
.
were
there
from
all
over
the
i teacher who has made applicaschools in the 55 . counties in 1
state expressed the opinion that West Virginia inquiring -about
; tion for a position in that state,
the percentage of teachers leav their staff problems. Thirty-one
i When I inquire about salary, it
ing the state is much higher replies have been received to
1 is always far above that paid in
than it has been in previous date. These 31 county superin
j. West Virginia.
years. The average is about tendents report that 415 teach“We are fortunate here in Cab
seven per cent. It was felt that
ell county in having Marshall
College right here at our door.
it would be 12 to 13 per cent
We are fortunate, too, in that
' this year.”
! Huntington is a nice place in
Dr. Stewart H. Smith, presi
( which to live with cultural addent of Marshall College, had
this to say about the situation:
1 vantages and the college right 1
“Both the college and the pub
i here in the city. Another thing
that has helped us is the fact 1
lic school teachers in West Vir- ;
: that there are professional and
ginia today are seriously de- ’
business men moving into the
moralized and distressed. Low
‘ community whose wives and t
salaries are a major cause for
___ Z.T3
this low morale.
. daughters
are qualified‘ to teach 1t
i
j and want positions in our school
“During the past summer
Marshall College lost nine capa
; system.
“But the problem remains
ble faculty members and a num.i. ber of other non-teaching emgreat. Never in my experience
i as superintendent have I seen as
-.1 ployes. All of the faculty memi many vacancies in any one year
,£•
•
!
. as this year. We have been able |fs
to fill practically all of the va
cancies. but we don’t know what a
i will happen if teachers continue C
is
1 to leave.

i 1

ers, one supervisor, 22 administrators and three others have
resigned. Of this number, 306
have left West Virginia to teach
in other states.
“This report does not include
several of’the larger counties,
so the figures undoubtedly will
be much higher. This report
does not include either the
large number of last June’s college graduates who have accepted their first teaching positions in other states.”

400 Cafeteria
Cooks Attend
Workshop
r-----

110 To Attend Leadership
Camp Near S. Charleston
,9 A'/ '

By FANNY ROTH ROSS
Marshall Student Journalist

zZ _. ,,-z ■- Z

'burth annual Leadership Camp of Marshall College, spon
sored by the student government and attended by 110 faculty mem- •
bers and college students, will be held September 8-10 at “Cliff- >
side,” Carbide and Carbon’s recreational camp approximately eight
miles from South Charleston.
Among the students who will attend the camp are represen• . tatives of campus Greek social, religious, and independent organi
sations, along with all of the Freshmen Guides, all members of
‘ the Student Senate, Fagus (honorary women’s organization) and
.. Omicron Delta Kappa (honorary men’s organization). Twenty .
: faculty members will attend the camp and act as advisers in the
discussion groups.
OTHER CAMPUS leaders who will attend the camp are Dr.
• Stewart H. Smith, president of Marshall; Luther E. Bledsoe, regis■ trar and director of admissions; Maywood Ellifritt, president of the
• .Student Body; Mrs. Lillian Buskirk, dean of women; Harold Willey,
dean of men; Dr. J. F. Bartlett, dean of the college of Arts and
■ Sciences; Dr. D. Banks Wilburn, dean of Teacher’s College; and
' Dr. A. E. Harris, dean of the Graduate School, according to Mary
Jo Sullivan, Huntington junior and pre - registration chairman.
Delegates to the conference will be divided into various groups
for a discussion of specified topics. These topics will include fresh
men activities, religion and its place on the campus, extra - cirricular activities, sports, academic considerations, college policies,
■ publications and student government.

i

n.

“THE STUDENTS who are going to the camp are those who
► will be the leaders in the various organizations they represent
on campus this year,” said Miss Sullivan. “They will discuss
campus problems and try to seek solutions that can be put into
.practice. Yet this will not be merely a work period; it is hoped
that the informal camp will provide a spirit of campus enthusiasm
and a good time of fellowship.”
The planning committee for the camp is composed of Jamie
Johnston, chairman; Shirley Ann Sikora, secretary; Leland “Skeets”
Throckmorton, transportation; Lucy Mullin, food and cooking;
’ Suzanne Hensley, recreation; and Mary Jo Sullivan, pre - regis
tration chairman.

j
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/ f Approximately 409 school cafeteria cooks from Cabell and
seven adjoining West Virginia
counties will gather at Marshall
) college on Tuesday and Wednes
day to attend a school lunch
i. workshop, which will be conducted by Miss Martha Bonar,
director of the state school lunch
( program.
The workshop sessions, which
will begin at 9 A. M. and con
tinue until 4 P. M., will include i
talks, panel discussions and dem
onstrations. They will be h e 1 d
in tlie college’s home economics
department in Northcott hall.
A trio of home economists
; from the Appalachain Electric
j1 Power Co. will cook lunch tor
workshop attendants on both
days. They will use school rec
ipes and demonstrate how to
make use of commodities do- :
, nated by the federal govern’ ment for the school lunch pro| gram. Bob Kuster will bake 800
i wholewheat muffins in the col1 lege home economics depart. I ment’s kitchen, and Miss Mary '
I Sanford and Miss Mary Black ;
i will prepare the other items on ‘
> the menu.
Counties represented will in- '
• elude Cabell, Boone, Lincoln,
; Logan, Mason, Mingo, Putnam
j and Wayne. This workshp will
be one of eight being conducted
in the state this month,

.o

THE INTER - FRATERNITY Council and the Student Senate
■will both meet at the camp. The IFC will discuss new rushing rules.
“Swede” Gullickson will be in charge of the meeting.
A student will lead each discussion group and a student re
porter will take notes. Advice will be given by the faculty.
A $5 registration fee payable at the camp will be required of
■ all persons attending.
Transportation by bus will be provided for those without cars.
The bus will leave Marshall at noon September 8.

George Klipa, who lost a leg following a football injury at Mar- !
shall College a few years ago, received his degree from Marshall
last Friday. George says he plans to take a year off and then re
turn to school for further study. George majored in political science
... Bob Flanagan, Ceredo druggist, says the big difference in
his golf game and vhat of Billy Campbell’s is that Billy can drive
farther, approach closer and putt better ...
'

Marshall Stags
To Meet Tonight
'/■ ' v' ’/?■'

i

The Marshall Stag Club, an or
ganization composed of local
Big Green followers, will hold its
• first get-together of the season to
night at the Fesenmeier Brewery,
starting at 7:30 o’clock.
The entire Marshall coaching
staff, both football and basket
ball, will be present to greet those
attending. The club, which has
• stressed that the general public is
invited to attend the informal gath
erings, plans to meet about every
three weeks.
Football and basketball movies
will be shown, depending„ on the
!la,s°n’and the Marshall coaches'
will be put on the spoftoanswer
_____
Questions, Refreshments will be
served.
L___
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, THE REV. FLOYD R. Os
burn, formerly a resident
of this city, has accepted a
COACH TURNS SPEAKER — Marshall College head football coach Herb Royer,
teaching position at the
center, gave members of the Huntington Advertising Club an inkling of what to
1 Emmanuel Christian School
expect from the Big Green gridders this fall when he spoke to them Friday at
in Pontiac, Mich. Mr. Os
a luncheon. Left is George Andrick, president of the club, _and right is Robert,^ 1
burn received his A. B. de- 1
Boyd, program^chairman.
, •• A
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gree in religion at Bob
Jones University, Green
ville, S. C. While doing his
■ practice teaching in Bob
, Jones Academy, Mr. Os
burn earned credits for the
MA Degree. He attended
Huntington high school
CHARLESTON — When former Marshall College football stand
and Marshall College. He
out Norman Willey, the wild man of the National Football League,
is married to the former
comes to Charleston Thursday for the Philadelphia Eagles-Green
&«',
AAiat
,
Bay Packers exhibition at Laidley Field September 3, he’ll re
Mac Stewart, 66, of'3200 River Miss Phyllis Jean Riggs of
ceive more than just a friendly welcome home.
side Drive, a retired machinist, Westmoreland. Mr. and
For, a group of Marshall alumni' has decided to give him a died yesterday in a Huntington | Mrs. Osburn are visiting
hospital following a brief illness.
real home-coming. They'll present]
; his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
him with a United States Savings The
___________
Mr. Stewart was a member of I Gallie Osburn, 1243 West
Stonewall___________
Jackson band___
will
Bond, made out in the name ofhead a parade through Charleston! a family prominently connected I
r?: fit.
a-----his newly-born daughter. Sammy |with the members of the Phila- i with the history of Guyandotte. , I
___ . Fifth Ave.
McEwen, chairman of the com delphia squad close behind in con The brick home in which he
mittee in charge, will make the vertibles. The parade will lead the was born stands on Main Street
presentation Thursday at noon at gridders to the Daniel Boone Hotel, in Guyandotte near the Ohio River
the Exchange Club.
their quarters during their visit.
bank. That home was the head
Willey and his Eagle
teammates
________
r __ quarters
__ ________
of the Confederate forces
Meanwhile,
it was
announced
will arrive in Charleston by train I that there are still some good here during the Civil War.
Thursday morning. Their oppon-|seats available. Mad orders for His parents were the late
ents, the Packers, will arrive the tickets should be addressed, ■ Fletcher and Jennie McGinnis Ste
sometime Thursday afternoon by accompanied by check or money wart. His mother, daughter of the
plane.
•
,
[order,
to the Philadelphia Eagles- late Dr. Allen McGinnis and Eliz
It’ll be a double - homecoming Green Bay Packers Football abeth Thornburg McGinnis, also
for the Eagles, since one of their iGame, 1525 Kanawha Valley Build* was born in the historic old home.
Surviving is the widow, Mrs. j
highly regarded rookies, end Dean ing, Charleston.
■'.Bertha Stewart.
Dugger, played his high school
■ Funeral services will be conball "at Charleston Stonewall Jackducted , at 2_ P.
son. Dugger was an All-American
_. M.
— tomorrow at
j-the Beard-Fisher Funeral Home
last year at Ohio State University.!
,by the Rev. W. A. Debar. Burial
Because of the presence of Dug-|
will follow in Highland Cemetery.
ger, the Eagles have been desig-1
The body is at the funeral home,
nated the home team for the clash
where friends may call after 7
at 8 P. M. Saturday.
P. M. tonight.
'
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Real ‘Homecoming’ Ready
For Willey In Charleston

| Mac Stewart
Dies; Member

Of Old Family

i

Plans Shaping Up For ‘Back To Scho
ol’ Movement For Students In Area
'

!
within the county since the 195455 term closed to please report
to the school they will be attend
ing this year. He also asked that
boys and girls desiring to change
The annual "back to school”
their schedules or having any :
movement gets under way in
other pi*oblems pertaining to
the Huntington area this week.
their school work to discuss ;
The 1955-56 term will start
these matters with principals or ;
tomorrow for some 10,500 Wayne
their secretaries this week.
county youngsters and on Tues
"This will save much time
day tile school bell will toll for
« ‘6,500 Lincoln county boys and i, ■ and confusion when classes start
•girls.
next week,” Mr. Nutter pointed
i out.
For Cabell county children
there’s still one final week of '■
Parents of first graders are
vacation, but it will be inter- ■
asked to bring birth certificates
rupted by preparations for the
of their youngsters with them on
opening of classes on September
i the first day of school. Children
6, the day after Labor Day.
must be six years of age before
February 1 in order to be eligible
WAYNE COUNTY’S 390 teach- ■ to enroll this September.
ers met Friday to complete
Many first graders were en
'plans for the opening of schools. .
rolled at pre-school parties held ;
Tomorrow 260 Lincoln county
last spring, but in some buildings I
teachers will meet at Hamlin
high school at 9:15 A. M.
formal registration is y e t to
- New additions at Ceredo el-e. mentary school and Ceredo
come,
Kenova high school will be ready
CABELL COUNTY’S public
school will be staffed by ap
proximately 800 teachers, about
: for occupancy tomorrow, but
25 more than last year. The '
work on additions at Vinson and .
additions were necessary, the
Buffalo high is not quite finished. ■
superintendent said, to take care
Students of Vinson high school
of increased enrollment and to
who have not yet enrolled for
staff the new Beverly Hills
’ the year are asked to meet in
Junior high school which opens
the old gymnasium at 8:45 A. M.
this term.
■ tomorrow. Classes begin at the
■ school Tuesday.
The new building, largest
Cabell county’s junior and
single addition to the school
senior high school buildings will system since Huntington East
be open all this week and some
High was built in 1939, opens at
of the larger elementary schools ;
a time when it is urgently
will also be open as principals
needed.
and teachers get set for some
Enrollment in the junior highs
.21,500 youngsters who will come .
will be up this year, Mr. Nutter ’
pouring into the buildings next
announced. An increase in the
week.
• j
• number of beginners is also an
ticipated.
OLIN C. NUTTER, superin.tendent of schools, has urged
i. Registration day at St. Jothat all junior and senior high .
seph’s Catholic school will be
school students who have moved
into the community or have ! ! Thursday, September 1, from 9
changed their* place of residence
to 11 A. M. and 1 to 3 P. M.
Both elementary and high school
students are to enroll in the high
school building. Sister Anne i
Regina is principal of the high
school and Sister Isabel is prin, cipal of the grade school. Classes
begin on Tuesday, September 6.
St. Peter C1 a v e r Catholic .
school will also open on that day .
as will Our Lady of Fatima and 1
Sacred Heart Catholic schools.
Registration Day at the Mar
shall laboratory school will be
Wednesday, September 7. Classes
will begin the next day—Septem
ber 8—at 8 A. M. for high school
students and at 8:45 A. M. for
elementary school pupils.
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PRINCIPAL L. H. Nuzum of

the Marshall high school ha?
asked students to follow this
procedure on registration day:
1. Pay tuition at the office of
the Marshall College treasurer.
• .in Room 101 of the Administra-.
, tion Building of the college.
2. Present tuition receipt to
. Mrs. Dailey in the high school
office, room 21, for assignment |
to the proper home room.
Attend the special assembly
in room 15 for grades 7, 8 and
9 at 9:30 A. M. and for grades
10, 11 and 12 at 11 A. M.
4. Go to your home room to
make out your schedule and re-,
ceive a list of the books you will
need.
5. Secure your books if you
have not already done so. The
Student Council may be able to.
supply secend hand books.
Mr. Nuzum said school hours :
i for high school classes this
» semester will be from 8 to 11:25.
A. M. and from 12:05 to 3 P. Mt
As in the past, he noted, all'
'«• students who cannot go home
for’ lunch, particularly those in;
grades 7-9, are encouraged to
eat in the school cafeteria.
•
HERNDON WILKES, principal!
'• of Chesapeake high school, has!
announced room assignments
for the coming school term.
When school opens at 8:30 A. M..
on September 6 ;all students will [
« report to their home rooms fori
; their schedule of classes. The'
; complete list of room assign
ments is as follows:
Hesson 12A—A to J—Room 14
Keeney 12B—J to Z—Room 22
Combs HA—A to L—Room 11
Robertson 11B—L to Z—Room 2
Siple 10A—A to Me—Room 8
Young 10B—Me to Z—Room 9
Butcher 9A—A to Har—Room 24
Whitley 9B—Har to Z—Room 13

DIVISION OF GRADES
ONE THROUGH EIGHT
i ’ Earles 1A—A to H—Room 5
Hesson IB—H to Z—Room 6
: Bailey 2A—A to G—Room 4
3A—A to Huf
I Voorhees 2B—G to Z—Room 7
Hines 3B—Huf to Z—Room 17
i
4B—Rob to Z
i Bareswilt 4A—A to Rob—Room
18
| Tabor 5A—A to Me—Room 16
j Eaton 5B—Me to Z—Room 19
C. Thacker 6A—A to Hes—Room
15
J. Thacker 6B—Hes to Z—Room ,
20
Tooley 7A—A to Haw—Room 3
Eaton 7B—Haw to Z—Room 21
G. Thacker 8A—A to K—Room 25
Harless 8B—K to Z—Room 23

MC LISTS 21 CAGE G^ftES
r

Efforts Continue
.__
Efforts are continuing to get at,—.
least three more suitable op.po-r
nents for the Big Green five which!- ■
this year will campaign under a
I new coach — former Marshall
All - American Jules Rivlin. The
“Old Man,” Cam Henderson, who
•I guided the Big Green basketball
i
I fortunes for 20 spectacular s e a
J sons, has resigned.
r “It’s difficult for us to rounc
By ERNIE SALVATTORE
a schedule,” Morris ex
I ’ out
Advertiser Sports Editor
plained. “We have to keep our
A 21 game basketball schedule, eye on dates available at the field
with three open dates for addi house, other activities here at the:
tional bookings, was released to college which the administration,
day by the Marshall College ath wants to keep free from comped
letic office.
tition, and things like that.”
The schedule includes -12 M1 d- 1 Morris said he wants the three
American Conference assign- additional games for sometime.
ments, a reduction of two from 1 between December 20 and 29 and
' last year because of the with- February 4, 6, or 7.
drawal of Western Reserve from
The season will open Saturday
the circuit. All conference foes night, December 3, here at Me
will be met on a home-and-home morial Field House against Spring
basis.
• «
Hill. A week later Washington &
' The nine non-conference games Lee invades the field house and
will include two each with More- five days later arch - conference
1 head State of Kentucky, which is f rival Ohio comes to town.
returning to the Big Green slate Nine Day Recess
after an absence of several
On the 17th of December the;
years, and traditional inter - state Big Green will play a conference,
rival Morris Harvey of Charles road game against Western Mich-i
ton.
igan and Kalamazoo, and doubleTwo games will also be playec back to Morehead on December
in a Christmas holiday tourna 20 for a game there.
"i
ment at Fayetteville, W. Va.,
After a nine day recess, the
where Marshall dominated the club will launch its Fayetteville
play last year by defeating Vir ’appearances on December 29. The
ginia, 103-98, and Carnegie Tech,, two-day tourney will end Decem
101-82.
ber 30.
Spring Hill Foe
Rivlin, one of Marshall’s great
The only other college booked est players, will inherit a squad
for the festival so far is the Uni which has three returning regu
lars from the 1954-55 team that
versity of Denver,
The remainder of the non-con won 18 out of 22 games and fin
ference schedule includes Spring ished second in the conference
Hill College of Alabama, a team with a 10-4 record,
Returning will be senior center
which scored three straight upsets over major opposition in win-' Charlie Slack, national collegiate
ning a Montgomery, Ala., Christ rebounding champion last year
mas tournament last year; Wash; with a total of 538 and a 25.6
ington & Lee, and Baldwin-Wal-, per game average; junior for
lace, Spring Hill and W and L ward Cebe Price, the middleman
on the fast break; and junior
will be played here.
Until last week, the Big Green guard Paul Underwood.
Price and Underwood were
had a lineup of 23 games but In
diana State College of Terra: Marshall’s “gold dust twins” as
Haute and Xavier of Cincinnati sophomores last year, both play
withdrew, according to athletic, ing sensationally. The pair is
director Bob Morris.
I from South Charleston.
Price, in 21 games, was the
team scoring leader with 496
visitors*' in ditY: miss
points and a 23.6 average.
Carolyn. Verlander of Pittsburgh,
The schedule;
Pa., is visiting her mother, Mrs.
DECEMBER: 3. Spring HUI, home; 10,
Bud Verlander of 2923 Washing
Washington & Lee. home; 15, ‘Ohio Uni
versity,
home; 17, 'Western Michigan,,
I
ton Boulevard. Several informal
away; 20, Morehead, away; 29-30 Fay-'
ettevllle Holiday Festival Tournament.
parties are planned in honor of
JANUARY: 4, “Miami, home; 7, “West
Miss, Verlaniier during her stay I
ern Micnigan, nome; 14, ’Unio u.,'
in Huntington. She will fly back
away; 14, “Toledo, home; 18, Morris Har
vey, home; 20, Baldwin Wallace, away;
i to Pittsburgh following the
21, “Kent State, away; 28, “Kent State,
home.
Labor Day weekend. Miss Ver
FEBRUARY: 2, Morehead, home; 10,
lander, a former Marshall Col
“Bowline Green, away; 11, “Toledo,
away; 20, “Bowling Green, home; 22,
lege student, is employed by an
“Miami, away; 25. Morris Harvey, away.
architectural firm in Pittsburgh.
‘Designates Mld-American Conference

3 Open

Dates On
Schedule

1

Two Given
Positions At
New Hospital
; Daniel Brown, administrator of
the Cabell - Huntington Hospital,:
has announced two major appoint
ments at the hospital.
Miss Lillian Nelson of New Or
leans has been named chief dieti
tian and Charles Humphrey, chief,
of maintenance.
Miss Nelson, who will assume
her duties November 1, received
’her training in Louisiana and
holds a Master of Science degree
in dietetics. She has been asso
ciated with a large hospital in
:New Orleans.
Mr. Humphrey, formerly chief
electrician on the Marshall Col
lege maintenance staff, has - al
ready assumed his duties to fa
miliarize himself with' plumbing,
electrical wiring, and other mat
ters related to maintenance. It
was felt that ’ he could best do
this by observing the final phases
of the hospital .construction.
Mi*. Brown said installation of
flooring will begin next week.
The hospital board hopes that the
hospital will be completed by No
vember 1.

Miss Verlander
Is Guest Here
..

# -,c

Miss Carolyn Verlander of |
Pittsburgh, Pa., is the guest of
her mother Mrs. Bud Verlander
at her home of Washington boule
vard. Several Informal parties
have been planned in her honor.
Miss Verlander will fly back to
Pittsburgh after the Labor Day
holiday.
Miss Verlander is a graduate
of Marshall College and she is
. engaged in business in Pitts i
'I
burgh with an architectural firm. !

Schools Get
Set To Open
Next Week • 56 *

i

!
i'
I

Preparations for the opening of
Cabell county schools here next
Tuesday shifted into high gear to
day.
Olin C. Nutter, superintendent of
the county’s public schools, said
an important meeting of all teach
ing and non-teaching principals,
both elementary and secondary.
' and of all one-room teachers has
been called for 10 A. M. Thurs
day at the Board of Education of
fices, 620 Twentieth street. Mat
ters pertaining to the opening of
school for the 1955-56 term will be
. discussed.
Catholic Schools Ready
Meanwhile, preparations for the
beginning of the new school year
were also going forward in local
Catholic schools.
The Rev. James F. Tierney, pas
tor of Our Lady of Fatima Church,
said pupils planning to attend the
parish school this fall are to regis
ter tomorrow between 9 A. M. and
12 noon. Classes begin next Tues
day.
The school, which opened for the
first time last year, will include
the seventh and eighth grades this
year. Last year only the first six
grades were taught by Sisters of
the Pallotine Missionary Order.
Nuns of the Pallotine Order also
teach in Sacred Heart and St.
Peter Claver Catholic schools. Sis
ters of St. Joseph teach in St. Jo
seph’s Catholic school here.
Registration Hours
Registration at Sacred Heart
school will take place tomorrow
from 10 A. M. to 12 noon and
from 1 to 4 P. M. at the school.
At St. Joseph’s school registra
tion day will be Thursday from
9 to 11 A. M. and 1 to 3 P. M.
Sister Anne Regina, principal of
. the high school, said all students,
both elementary and high school
grades, are to register in the high
school building. Thirteenth street
and Sixth avenue. Sister Isabel is
principal of the grade school. All
Catholic schools of the city will
open on September 6.
Registration day at the Marshall
College Laboratory school will be
on Wednesday, September 7.
■ Classes will begin Thursday, Sep
tember 8, at 8 A. M. for high
school students and at 8:45 A. M.
for elementary school pupils.
Wayne Schools Open
Schools in Wayne county are al
ready in session. Superintendent of
Schools Renick E. Wilkinson said
all but two remote one-room build
ings opened yesterday and those
two are expected to open later in
the week.
Last minute resignations from;
the teachers who had been as
signed to the two rural schools
made it impossible to begin . on
schedule, Mr. Wilkinson explained,
but added that the vacancies will
be filled within the next couple of
days. .

11—The Herald-Dispatch—Tuesday, Aug. 30,1955 *

Royer Expects Forty-Two
Candidates To Turn Out
For Practice Thursday
By BOB PHILLIPS
Coach Herb Royer said yesterday that he expects a squad of
42 candidates to report Thursday for the official opening of fall
practice for the 1955 edition of. the Marshall College gridiron
machine.
He plans to issue equipment and conduct physical examinations Wednesday.
The team will practice from 9 to 11 A. M. and 3 to 5 P. M.
"»Monday through Friday with a.
session on Saturday from 9 A. M.
to noon.
Drills will be held on the OwensIllinois field this week. They
were held at the Inco ball. park
last year, but were switched due
to the Industrial League title
Special to The Advertiser
playoffs now in progress at the
CHARLESTON — Three Charles
Inco field.
ton civic clubs have lined up lunch
Coach Royer said he plans to
eon programs to honor the visiting
hold conditioning drills and re
i Philadelphia Eagles and Greenview fundamentals the rexnaindely'
of this week,
’
|Bay Packers Thursday and Fri
r

3 Luncheons
To Cite Pro
Grid Stars

day.

’

.

The two National Professional
Football teams will battle in a pre
season game in Charleston Satur
day at 8 P. M. in Laidley Field.
Sponsors hope $83,000 will be
netted to be applied on cost of
modernizing the Charleston
YMCA.
Norman Willey, Gene Lamone
and Dean Dugger, all of whom
starred in either college or high
school ball in West Virginia, will
come in for special recognition.
Exchange Club will entertain the
Eagles Thursday and hear a talk
by their coach, Jim Trimble. Wil
ley will receive a gift from Mar
shall College alumni, presented by
Coach Eddie King of Morris Har
vey, himself a Marshall grad.
At the same meeting Principal;
B. Fred Hill of Stonewall Jackson
High School will make a presenta
tion to Dugger on behalf of the
’ Stonewall Jackson dub.
Friday at noon both football
squads will be guests of Civitan
and Lions dubs at the Daniel
Boone Hotel. Speakers will be Vice
President Loe Joannes, General
Manager Vem Llewllyn and
Coach Lisle Blackbourne of the
Packers and General Manager
Vincent A. McNally of the Eagles.
Gene Lamone, recruit to t h e
Eagles ranks from West Virginia1
University, will come in for recog
nition by West Virginia alumni.
The presentation will be made by
Charles Capito, president of the
Kanawha County Alumni Chapter

“We should get In some(sci
mage work in the early p’S.rt—of'''"
next week,” Royer said. “Thi
boys know the plays and should
be in good condition so we’U b?
able to get right down to busi
ness,” he added.
Royer plans to stick with his
“T” formation with very few
changes in the offensive plays.
“The thing we’re going to stress
this year is defense,” he said.
He plans to spend a great deal
of time on this part of the game
since last year’s team was weak
in that department, particularly
in pass defense.
Although Marshall scored as
many as two touchdowns in all of
last year’s games but one, they
finished with a 4-5 record, largely
the result of defeats absorbed via
the air route.
Of the 42 candidates expected,
only nine seniors are listed with
the remainder sophomores and
juniors.
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By Ernie Salvatore

Marshall To

Royer Will Have
Depth - At Last

Play Holiday
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By nightfall, which is when most of you will be reading this
(and aren't I the presumptuous old goat, though) Herb Royer will
have had his first look at the 1955 Marshall College football squad.
It won’t be much of a look but it ought to be a re-assuring one.
Because, this is the first time in the three years he has been back
at his old alma mammy that Royer expects to have a semblance
of depth.
When he first took over in 1953, he started the season with 26
players and ended it with 19. Last year he began with 35, twothirds of them green sophomores, and finished with about 30. This
time he’ll have 42 players, 25 of them holdovers from last year —
and all well seasoned under fire.
Hellyer Returns
Sixteen others will be up from the fine freshman team which
split even in four games with Ohio, Miami, Cincinnati and Green
brier Military. The other player is none other than Len Hellyer, I
now a junior, who has been in the Armed Forces for the past two |
years.
I
Hellyer’s return comes at quite an opportune time, by the way. i
Henry (Skip) Hawkins, regular right halfback in 1954 as a second
semester junior, decided to attend summer school and graduate
ahead of time — which he did. Along comes Hellyer out of the
service to step into that vacancy.
It’s the opinion of some that Hellyer would have won the -right
half spot even if Hawkins had returned for the ’55 grind because
Len has something none of the
starting backfield operatives ing 11 are fellows ready to step
had last year — speed.
into No. 1 reserve positions. To-I
Speed Lack Hurt
gether, they’ll form the nucleus
That lack of speed was the of Royer’s third Marshall edi
chief factor why the Big Green tion, enabling the large sopho- ,
ended up with a losing 4-5 rec
ord, despite the fact it aver more crop to make the adjust
aged better than 300 yards of ment to varsity ball more
fensively per game and scored slowly—which is as it should be.
three touchdowns against every
And, this puts Royer on the
opponent but one.
threshold of seeing his long
An extra step here and there range rebuilding program start
could have given the locals a
7-2 record at worst because two to bear some buds. He has, at
defeats were by one point and last, the beginnings of a varsity
squad setup in which juniors
another by six.
Also returning for regular and seniors will play leading
backfield work are left halfback roles while the sophs soak up
Freddie Freeman, a tremen
dously deceptive ball carrier, valuable experience on the
fullback George Templin, a sur practice field and in spot game
prise find in ’54, and quarter assignments.
back Bill Zban whose broken
Of the seven men lost from
ankle suffered in the spring the ’54 team — four graduated,
Intra - squad game is fully re one resigned and two' became
covered. All are juniors.
scholastically ineligible. The
Accompanying them are three two ineligibles were both ends
experienced boys — junior full and that means Royer must dp '
back Bob Crews, out most of some more patch-work, but this
last season with a shoulder sep time he has the right kind of
aration; senior fullback - half patches in supply.
back Dyke Six, No. 1 ground No Cake-Walk
gainer two years ago and a
The outlook this year, brighter
• spirited competitor in ’54; and than in the past, won’t be a
Don Adkins, a short but very cake-walk however. Defending
fast halfback. Adkins, actually, champion Miami of Ohio, Kent
was a second stringer as a State and Ohio University are
sophomore but was one of the again loaded and figure to be ”
best scorers on the team be the favorites in the Mld-Americause of his speed. His lack of ican race.
size, more than anything else,
Right behind them come Mar
kept him from being a regular shall, Toledo arid Western Mich
— and that cost Marshall the igan — all at about the same
speed it needed to have at all
stages of development. Only
times.
Bowling Green seems to be a
Will Form Nucleus
year away from becoming a
All told, 14 of the 25 holdovers real conference threat.
ere boys who played more often
This should be an Interesting
than not in '54 and the remain- season.

Tourney Again
Marshall College, the University,
of Denver and two other teams
not yet named will play in the
holiday basketball tournament;
Dec. 29-30 in Fayetteville.
. Two games in the tournament!
and 12 Mid-American Conference
contests feature Marshall’s 21game schedule for 1955 - 56 an-:
nounced yesterday. The college;
athletic office also said three open
dates may be booked later.
Among the non - conference
games are traditional ones with
Morris Harvey of Charleston, and!
Morehead State of Kentucky,1
which returns to Marshall’s sched-:
ule after a three-year lapse. A
new opponent is Spring Hill Col-:
lege of Alabama. Spring Hill
scored three straight upsets over
major schools last Christmas in
a Montgomery, Ala., festival.
‘ Marshall’s new coach, Jules Riv; lin, has three starters back from
last year’s Big Green team, which
racked up an 18-2 record in coach
Cam. Henderson’s last season. Re
turning are senior Charles Slack,
national collegiate rebounding)
champ; and two juniors from
South Charleston, Cebe Price and:
Paul Underwood.
*’

*/

'

The schedule:
Dec: 3, Spring Hill; io, W & L;
15, Ohio U.; 17, at Western Mich.;
20, at Morehead; 29-30, Fayette
ville holiday tournament.
Jan.: 4, Miami U.; 7, Western
Mich.; 12 at Ohio U.; 14, Toledo;
18, Morris Harvey; 20, at BaldwinWallace; 21, at Kent State; 28,
Kent State.
Feb.: 2, Morehead; 10, at Bowl
ing Green; 11, at Toledo; 20,
Bowling Green; 22, at Miami U.;
25, at Morris Harvey.

school notes: Miss Jao ;
queline Morris of Huntington
will be among five young women
receiving certificates and pins
today at Barnes Hospital, St.
Louis, Mo., for the successful •
’ completion of the Dietary
Residency of one year. Miss
Morris is a graduate of Mar1 shall College.

School Cook
Workshop To
End At M. C.
i School cooks from eight counties
jh southern West Virginia have
jieen.. learning how to prepare
fitter meals for youngsters at a
'orkshop which began yesterday
? Marshall College. The work
top was to close this afternoon.
• jit was one of a series held
iroughout the state under the
ipervision of Miss Martha Bonar,
• (rector of the state school lunch
bogram. The program has in; luded panel discussions and
demonstrations by utility company
home economists.
8 Counties Represented
Mrs. Estelle B. Tabor, director
of nutrition in Cabell county
schools, has been in general
charge of the workshop here. .
Counties represented have in
cluded Mason, Cabell, Logan,
Mingo, Boone, Putnam, Wayne
and Lincoln.
This afternoon’s program was
to include a panel discussion of
“How Do We Get Children to
Eat?” Under the direction of
Ruth Varney, of Cabell
Ml’S.
county. Participants include
Pauline Walker of Mingo county
and Laura Holland of Mason*
county, teachers; Reba Chambers*
of Boone- county, cook; Mabel •
Mullens of Logan county,
principal, and Mr. Midkiff, assis
tant superintendent, Lincoln
county.
Several talks on food prepara
tion and demonstrations were also
on the program for today with
films, talks on nutrition, eye ap
peal of food, sanitation and other
matters related to the school
lunch program.
Yesterday’s discussions included
talks on menus, pre-planning and
pre-preparation of meals, use of
all-purpose mixes, preparation of
main dishes, and use of equip;ment. A number of equipment
displays were set up in connection
with the workshop.
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A cooking demonstration was held this morning as a feature of a school lunch work
shop at Marshall College. Conducting the demonstration were Miss Martha Bonar,
director of the state school lunch program; Mrs. Nancy Young, home economist for
the United Fuel Gas Co., and Mrs. Estelle B. Tabor, nutrition director for Cabell
t county public schools.

Football
Schedules
.

|

'/ Cameramen Hav^Day^
With Marshall Eleven'By ERNIE SALVATORE
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Where’s your favorite football
team playing next week? How
many games has it scheduled?
Of coursd,. you don’t know
these questions this early in the
year.
But—you can know, simply
by obtaining one of The Adver
tiser’s area football schedules!
These handsome, walleihsized
schedules contain the 1955 slates
of six teams—Marshall College,
Barboursville, Huntington high,
Huntington East, Huntington
Vinson and Douglass.
Just pick up yours today at
the business office of the Hun
tington Publishing Company, or
mail a self-addressed stamped
envelope to Sports Department, The Advertiser Huntington, W. Va.
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Marshall College’s 42 varsity
; squad football players looked at
the birdies today while a couple
of dozen cameras clicked and to
morrow they’ll begin to butt
heads in an effort to make the
other guy see the chirpers more
plainly.
The 42 assembled on the cam
pus practice field shortly after
lunch today attired in their
. smart, new 1955 home game uni\ forms which head coach Herb
Royer hopes will become known
1 in Mid-American Conference cir
cles this fall as the W-look.
The “W” stands for winning—
and pardon that touch of corn
balling.
Seven men were among the
missing today — four of them
graduated, two on the sidelines
because of academic deficiencies
and another resigned. But,
among the 42 who were out pos
ing today, 25 are holdovers from ,T
last year.
Gone via graduation are all
conference guard Albie Maier,
now a professional with the '
Pittsburgh Steelers; quarterback I
Henry Hinte, halfback Skip
Hawkins, and halfback-end Gar-
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now Ge o r g •
Ketchum’s aide at Huntington
Vinson.
The two ineligibles were both
ends last year but Royer has
three other wingmen who saw a
lot of action and he expects to
fill the vacancies easily. One of
the returning ends, Dick Bryan,
was a starter in most of the 1954
games.
Marshall’s new uniforms are
strikingly handsome compared to
what they wore in ’54. The home
suits are all white, with green
numerals and trim on the jerseys and pants. The road uni
forms will be the same except
that the jerseys will be green
with white numerals,
Tomorrow, the team will begin two-a-day sessions until the
opening of classes on September
14 when it will revert to once
daily drills. The team will work
out at Onlzed Field at 9 A. M.
and 2 P. M.
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